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Purdue Beta 
Purdue University, West Lafayette 


Chartered May 13th 1922. Number 3. 
 
Goals for 2007-2008 


The goals of our chapter for 2007-2008 were 
to continue to improve the quality and 
awareness of the services we provide to the 
mechanical engineering students and to repair 
our large bronze key which was vandalized. 


Activities 
Our chapter coordinated many activities to 
serve the mechanical engineering department, 
students, and our community this past year.    
We coordinate department activities such as 
professor and course evaluations, the Solberg 
Award for outstanding professors, and the 
Magoon Award for teaching assistants.  Our 
ME Forum is a chance for students to 
comment about classes and the curriculum as 
well as to suggest improvements and for 
faculty to ask for student feedback about 
pending changes. 


Services to mechanical engineering students 
are another focus of our chapter.  Our chapter 
coordinated the ME social and picnic with 
ASME.  In addition, we held an ME Trivia 
Challenge at the social, allowing students and 
faculty to face off in a friendly competitive 
atmosphere.  Within the Mechanical 
Engineering building, we maintain an informal 
lounge to give students a place to work on 
homework, meet, and get something to eat.  In 
the past year we have expanded our menu to 
include healthier foods.  Test files of 
engineering courses are sold to students to 
help in studying for exams.  We also award a 
scholarship to an outstanding sophomore every 
year.  Our members are also asked to provide a 
list of courses for which they can tutor other 
ME students.  This list is provided to the ME 
Academic Advisors so they can provide to 
students as needed. 


In the community, our elementary outreach 
chair organizes a four-week course at local 
elementary schools.  The course teaches 
students about design and simple physics, and 
culminates in the development of a mini solar 
car, with which the students race each other.  
Each semester, the pledges organize a service 
project where they spend a day helping a 
community organization.  This year’s service 
project was a carnival-like event hosted at the 
local Boys & Girls club as an after-school 
activity for elementary and middle school 


students. This event was held one afternoon in 
both the fall and spring semesters and 
provided activities such as arts and crafts, 
inflatable playgrounds, games, and prizes for 
the students.  In addition to the service project, 
some of our members continue to tutor high 
school students in their math and science 
courses.   


Graduates 
Richard Bueler – Chevron 
Andrew Martinez – Graduate school, Berkeley  
Amy Schellpfeffer – Proctor & Gamble 
Eric Bowler – Whirlpool 
David Fuss – Siemens 
Michael Lawlor – Bosch Powertools 
Mark Klein – Unknown 
Mary Raver – Cummins 
Kurt Moss – NIBCO 
Lauren Zimmer – Navy 
Eric Kennedy – Graduate School, Purdue 
Camilo Betancourt –Bechtel Corporation 
Mathew Carroll – Nooter/Eriksen 
Brian Witcher – General Electric 
Heather Fudge – returning home, Montana 
Brandon Munden – Unknown  
Bethany Lockwood – Schlumberger  
Brandon Berlin – GE Energy 
Eddie Bajek – Dynamic Motion Controls, Inc. 


Awards & Recognition 
Purdue Beta - PTS Outstanding Service Award 
Purdue Beta - PTS Outstanding Performance 


Award 
 
Names of New Members 
Fall 2007 Pledges 


Nishanth Aranha Timothy Gray 
David Fuss Eric Kennedy 
Philip Hicks Jason Lewis 
Daniel Zaksheske Mark Klein 
Jerad Cole Sherry Cheng 
Mary Raver Laura Palac 
Kurt Moss Brandon Munden 
Matthew Adsit Steven Renke  


Spring 2008 Pledges 
Michael Lawlor Patrick Ryan 
Sergey Sandler Benjamin Bradley 
Adam Tucci Joshua Havekost 
Christopher Brauer Lauren Zimmer 
Aalap Dighe Kathleen Albers 
Kathryn Hood Vivian Chou 
Curt Freeman  
 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
To make the transfer of responsibilities 
between subsequent semesters go more 
smoothly, our organization’s network drive 







was reorganized such that every officer and 
chair position had a folder and a “what to do” 
document.  At the end of each semester, every 
position is required to update all of their files 
that they used and update the information 
document.  Chairs and officers are also asked 
to schedule a meeting with their predecessor to 
discuss what their responsibilities will entail. 
 


Plans for 2008-2009 
For the coming year, our chapter will focus on 
continuing to improve the quality and 
awareness of the services we provide to 
mechanical engineering students.  In addition, 
innovative ways to gain interest in 
membership will be looked into in order to 
maintain high membership totals and to 
maintain the standard of chapter activity. 


 
Chapter Officers 


President Rich Bueler 
Treasurer Andrew Martinez 
Secretary Matthew Whittaker 
VP Actives Matt Green 
VP Pledges Camilo Betancourt 
VP Ind. Relations Eric Kennedy 
VP Nat. Relations Tim Bond 
  


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Steven Wereley 
 


Contact Information 
http://www.purdue.edu/pts  
pts@ecn.purdue.edu 
 


Reporter 
Timothy Bond 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2009-2010 


Purdue Beta 


 


A. Initiations 


 


For our specific chapter, all undergraduates entering their 4
th 


semester (2
nd


 semester 


within ME department) with a GPA ≥ 3.6 are invited to join.  Each consecutive semester the 


GPA requirement drops 0.1 till it is 3.3.  From this group of students, those interested go through 


a pledge process approximately 8 weeks long.  During this pledge-ship the new members will 


interview several active members, plan and execute a service project, learn important facts about 


Pi Tau Sigma and our chapter, learn names of the active members, and create the questions for 


the ME Trivia Challenge. 


At the end of the semester when the pledge process is complete there is an initiation 


ceremony that involves all of the officers.  This ceremony instills the key foundations upon 


which Pi Tau Sigma is founded and goes into more detail about traditions and facts about the 


fraternity.  Two initiations were held over the past year; both of these were at the end of the 


semester, the first in late November and the other in late April. 


 


Names of New Members  


Fall 2009 Pledges      Spring 2010 Pledges 


Andres Roman  Ben Korty    Lijun Cao   Yudong Cao 


Brian Jun   Daniel Brocker   Yong Lin   Yang Liu  


Daniel Fuesz   Devarshi Patel   Ruchen Liu   Matthew Stienstra 


Fady Megalli   Josh Potter    Nadim Chakroun  Robert Hoye III 


Keith Jones   Kyle Brindley    Hsien-Yu Shih  Stephen Lehnert 


Mary Mismas   Michael Bruns   Hanyu Zhang   Mingxuan Zhang 


Pete Leenheers  You Wu    Joey Carr  


Tori Huang   Paul Yoon  


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


Our chapter coordinated many activities to serve the mechanical engineering department, 


students, and our community this past year. We coordinate department activities such as 


professor and course evaluations, the Solberg Award for outstanding professors, and the Magoon 


Award for teaching assistants. Our ME Forum is a chance for students to comment about classes 


and the curriculum as well as to suggest improvements and for faculty to ask for student 


feedback about pending changes.  


Services to mechanical engineering students are another focus of our chapter. Our chapter 


coordinated the ME social and picnic with ASME. In addition, we held an ME Trivia Challenge 


at the social, allowing students and faculty to face off in a friendly competitive atmosphere. 


Within the Mechanical Engineering building, we maintain an informal lounge to give students a 


place to work on homework, meet, and get something to eat. In the past year we have expanded 


our menu to include healthier foods. Test files of engineering courses are sold to students to help 


in studying for exams. We also award a scholarship to an outstanding sophomore every year. Our 







members are also asked to provide a list of courses for which they can tutor other ME students. 


This list is provided to the ME Academic Advisors so they can provide to students as needed.  


In the community, our elementary outreach chair organizes a few days to go to area 


elementary schools to showcase engineering. This year the event was to teach the students about 


simple circuits by creating homemade door alarms. Each semester, the pledges organize a service 


project where they spend a day helping a community organization. Also there is a service project 


for the active members of the chapter, this year the service project was a carnival-like event 


hosted at the local Boys & Girls club as an after-school activity for elementary and middle 


school students. This event was held one afternoon in both the fall and spring semesters and 


provided activities such as arts and crafts, inflatable playgrounds, games, and prizes for the 


students. On top of both of these activities, some of our members continue to tutor high school 


students in their math and science courses. 


 Within our chapter, the VP of Actives runs a biweekly meeting with our active chapter 


members.  On the alternate weeks there is a meeting run by the President of the chapter with the 


elected officers to ensure things are running smoothly.  Our chapter was also fortunate enough to 


send three officers to the National Convention in February this year at Texas Tech.  Finally, at 


the end of each semester there is a banquet to honor the graduates that semester.  


  


C. Other 


 


 Awards & Recognition  
Purdue Beta - PTS Outstanding Service Award (2nd Runner-up)  


 


 


Graduates        Chapter Officers 
Ben Bradley – Unknown      President: Drew Henderson  


Stephen Caskey – Grad School – Purdue     Treasurer: Kevin Leslie  


Stephen Leuck – GE        Secretary: Josh Potter  


Robert Janesheski – Unknown      VP Actives: Yuvraj Singh 


Deepak Pillai – Grad School       VP Pledges: Joey Carr 


Jerad Cole – Shell        VP Ind. Relations: You Wu 


Samik Ghoshal – Grad School      VP Sales: Mike Liberio 


Vincent Tandiono – Unknown  


Philip Hicks – Unknown      Chapter Advisor 


Kyle Bazur – Shell       Dr. Steven Wereley  


Bernabe Davila – Ministry  


Jason Lewis – Unkown      Contact Information 


Stephen Parkhill – Rockwell Automation     http://www.purdue.edu/pts 


Harsha Yejju – Unknown       pts@ecn.purdue.edu  


Siddarth Tekriwal – Unknown      President – henderra@purdue.edu 


Elaine Li – Unknown  


David Poglitsch – Unkown  


Stephen Musick – Unknown  


Fred Landavazo IV – Grad School – Stanford  


Joe Davies – Air Products  


Demi Hutchinson – GE Healthcare  








PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 2014-2015 Purdue Beta  


 


Initiations  


Undergraduates entering their fourth semester at the university, or second semester within the 


school of mechanical engineering with a GPA of 3.6 or greater are invited to undergo the chapter 


pledge process. This GPA requirement is decreased by one tenth of a point for every additional 


semester the potential member has been in the school of mechanical engineering. A minimum GPA 


of 3.3 is required for eligibility to enter the pledge process for students with senior standings.  


The pledge process begins with invitations being sent to those eligible students to attend the 


pledge callout, which traditionally occurs within the first month of every semester. The Vice 


President of Pledges presents to those eligible the perks of membership, requirements for 


membership, the necessities for completion of the pledge process, and briefly describes the basics of 


the Purdue Beta chapter. Near the conclusion of the callout the current executive board is introduced 


and the floor is opened for any questions potential pledges may have concerning the organization. 


At the conclusion of the callout attendance is taken of those interested in undergoing the pledge 


process.  


Once those interested in joining the organization have been identified they are required to 


attend weekly pledge meetings held throughout the semester. The objectives of these meetings 


include pledge bonding, education regarding Pi Tau Sigma, and identification of pledge 


responsibilities. These responsibilities include, but are not limited to, organization of a pledge service 


event, establishment of leadership roles within the pledge class, aid in operation of a chapter-run 


lounge, donation of acceptable tests to a test bank, and familiarization with the chapter officers, chair, 


and active members. The pledge leadership roles include positions of Service Chair, Treasurer, Test 


Files Chair, and Social Chair. These positions are intended to mimic the corresponding active 


positions in the organization and aid in identifying involved individuals.  


One of these developmental positions in particular is viewed as a recruitment tool for 


leadership within the active division of the chapter, this being the pledge service chair. Traditionally 


this position allows a pledge to organize and direct the pledge service project with the help of the VP 


Pledges and other active members. During both the Fall 2014 and Spring 2015 semesters this pledge 


has organized a PTS sponsored after school carnival at the local Boys and Girls Club. This event is 


explained in more detail below. However, it was decided that pledges should have access to active 


service events as well as the carnival, so many of the service events throughout the semester were 


attended both pledging and active members. The intention of this initiative was to induce interaction 







between pledges and active members, with the ultimate goal of building both social and professional 


relationships.  


 Prior to pledge initiation, pledges are required to interview at least five officers or chairs and 


complete signature sheets that include every officer, chair, pledge, and a defined number of active 


members and professors. The pledge process culminates in a pledge exam, testing the potential 


members in areas such as Pi Tau Sigma facts, both on the national and chapter levels, general 


engineering knowledge, and familiarization with the name sheets. These exams are then graded by 


the VP pledges who presents to the executive board a list of those members he or she has seen fit to 


join the organization based upon test performance and attendance based criteria.  


 Those pledges that have proven their dedication to the organization by performing at a high 


level in all criteria for active membership are initiated into the organization during the final week of 


the academic year. Initiation takes place in front of the entire executive board who describe the basic 


principles of Pi Tau Sigma to the newly inducted pledge class. It is at this point in time that the 


pledge class signs their names into the chapter membership log book and pledges make the transition 


to active members. The initiation is concluded and all active members are assembled at an end of 


year banquet to discuss the semester’s activities and select officers for the upcoming semester 


 


 


Chapter Activities  


 


PTS Tutors: Another unique opportunity that is offered to 


active members of the Purdue chapter is to tutor 


struggling students in the ME student body. A Tutoring 


Chair is tasked with managing requests submitted through 


the chapter website and matching students with active 


member tutors. Active members are selected to tutor 


students based upon their performance in the respective classes. Throughout the past semester the 


number of tutors within the organization has been around twenty students with many of those 


tutoring in multiple classes.  







PTS Sponsored Review Sessions: The chapter 


additionally sponsors review sessions for 


introductory mechanical engineering classes such 


as thermodynamics, statics, and dynamics. Many of 


the chapter’s members are teaching assistants or 


graders for these classes and thus are well qualified 


to hold these review sessions. The materials covered in these sessions are past exams that our 


members completed when they themselves took these same classes in past semesters. They 


review sessions been very successful as a form of increasing awareness of our organization, its 


presence in the ME community, and providing a pro bono service for younger students. We 


tend to hold one sessions for each of the three mid-term exams in each of these classes which 


can get attendance upwards of 60 students. The test reviewed is made available to any student 


who would like to have an additional copy for practice. 


ME Forum: This is arguably one of the most beneficial events that this chapter organizes when it 


comes to improving the greater ME community. This event traditionally occurs during the final 


academic week of every semester and consists of an open forum between students and faculty with 


discussion mediated by the PTS president and recorded by the secretary. For students, it is an 


opportunity to have a large number of faculty on hand who can collectively address their questions or 


concerns. This event is beneficial for the faculty because it allows them to understand what students 


would like changed. The secretary’s notes are distributed to the entire ME community at the 


conclusion of the forum so those not in attendance can familiarize themselves with relevant issues. 


Talking points are gathered by implementing school wide polls in the week prior to the event. 


Examples of issues raised in the past include but are not limited to course sequencing and 


organization of the ME plan of study, class scheduling, academic honesty policies, facility access, 


implementation of online classes, out of classroom educational resources (use of blogs, lectures 


uploaded to the internet, and chat rooms for virtual TA office hours), and many more. Faculty 


members present include the department head, the head of all the computer labs, the head of 


undergrad studies within course coordinators, any additional professors, and ME facilities employees 


are always appreciated. The chapter provides refreshments to encourage attendance. 


 


Mechanical Engineering Social: The ME social is traditionally a biannual event, occurring during the 


final week of every semester. The event allows students a break from studying and an opportunity to 







unwind and socialize with fellow ME’s and faculty members. This event takes place at a local bar 


and the chapter provides food to those in attendance. Additionally commemorative pint glasses are 


distributed to the first hundred in attendance. PTS members invite as many professors as possible to 


this event, with attendance this year being between eight and ten in the fall and spring semesters. A 


pub style trivia game is the main event while at the bar, with questions being generated either by the 


pledge class or the Social Chair. This event is traditionally one of the largest the chapter organizes, 


with attendance between 150 and 200 people during the dead week socials. This year, two additional 


mid-semester socials were organized in the spring and fall due to the events popularity. These were 


more unofficial socials that did not include the pint glass distribution but still allowed for an 


opportunity to unwind with fellow students. 


 


Lounge Sales: One way in which the chapter is able to provide a service to the ME community is by 


sponsoring and organizing a lounge in the mechanical engineering building. Active members and 


pledges sell snacks and refreshments purchased with the chapter’s funds at reasonable costs to the 


mechanical engineering student body, faculty, and staff. The act of manning lounge hours is critical 


in the pledge process and remaining an active member of the chapter. In the spring semester funds 


were dedicated to the purchase of a laptop for the lounge that is used to track inventories, sales, time 


of sales, and relative popularity of items. Knowledge of these parameters allow for the optimization 


of hours worked and inventory stocked with respect to time 


throughout the semester. The lounge is the responsibility of 


the Lounge Chair who in turn reports to the Vice President 


of Sales. Our goal with this endeavor is to provide a service 


more than aiming for profits, so we sell all items at the 


lowest prices we can offer without taking losses.  


 
Test File Sales: In the past another cornerstone operation has been the chapter test sales office. Our 


active members are tasked with collecting and maintaining a test bank for a number of past exams 


given in core mechanical engineering courses. The Test Files Chair, who is responsible for ensuring 


adequate supplies of exams every week of the semester, directs this operation. Like the Lounge Chair 


this position reports to the Vice President of Sales. Additionally, similar to the lounge a desktop 


computer is used for tracking exam sales, contains a calendar of all exams in the ME department, and 


also contains many key PTS related documents. The exams in the test bank consist of tests that active 


members have taken and received a 90% or above on and in most cases have edited the completed 







test, correcting any mistakes. These corrected exams are then photocopied and sold to the ME 


community at the reasonable price of $0.75 per exam. 


 


Industry Information Sessions: During the fall semester the chapter hosted a few special speakers at 


our actives meetings. These speakers included company representatives from ExxonMobil, 


Schlumberger, Honeywell Aerospace, and Anheuser-Busch looking specifically to recruit Pi Tau 


members. These events are relatively simple and usually require the chapter to simply reserve a 


location and publicize the event for the company, which in many cases supplies refreshments and 


promotional items. The presence of these speakers has been part of an effort to increase the benefits 


of being a Pi Tau member at Purdue. These information sessions are in addition to the other 


aforementioned events with Kimberly Clark, Emerson, and General Electric. Ultimately the chapter 


would like to serve as an intermediary, connecting the highest achieving mechanical engineers at 


Purdue with the most highly sought after positions in industry.   


 


Industry Day in the Lounge: The Industry Days in the Lounge were an industry-sponsored event with 


an emphasis on recruitment cosponsored and organized by the chapter. This event consisted of a few 


representatives from a given industry, who are both knowledgeable about the recruitment process at 


Purdue. The representatives provide funding and supplies for the day’s activities. The representatives 


offered advice on successful interviewing, creating attractive resumes, and general advice valuable to 


any ME undergrad. This event provided complimentary snacks to students within the ME community 


at Purdue. Between two and three PTS members volunteered throughout the morning to aid in setup 


and distribution of snacks. Some of the industries that came for an industry day in our lounge 


included General Electric, Caterpillar, and ExxonMobil. 


 


Design Creativity Seminar Fall 2014: The chapter holds a daylong event at an off campus retreat 


center in the fall of every year with Schlumberger called the Design Creativity Seminar. This event is 


open first come first serve to anywhere between 20 to 25 mechanical engineering students. This is a 


very unique event in which a professor emeritus within the school of mechanical engineering returns 


with any number of Schlumberger representatives, historically between three and five. The main 


activity for the daylong event is a design project. The goal of this project is to attempt to inspire 


creativity and emphasize the notion that in many real world engineering problems there are usually 


many “correct” solutions and to arrive at the best solution nontraditional thought processes may be 


required. Schlumberger will cover all costs incurred such as reserving the retreat center, meals for 







breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and the purchase of creativity related supplies. 


 


Resume Book: Of the active members about 60% chose to submit their resumes to be publicized in 


this document. Once submitted about half of those in the book received interest from industry. 


Interest is defined as an effort to reach out to our members via email or phone on the part of 


interested companies. In the spring semester another edition of the resume book was created 


including new active members and updated resumes. In the future this resume book may be touted as 


another valuable incentive to encourage participation within the chapter. Additionally it serves to get 


our name out to industry members which can peak their interest for possible future information 


sessions and sponsorship. 


 


Annual Alumni Newsletter: Purdue Beta creates an annual newsletter which we send to all of our 


alumni. The purpose of this publication is simply to update alumni on the goings on of the chapter, 


what the students are doing, where they are going, and hopefully encourage interaction and 


communication between current members and alumni. The reaction to this publication, distributed 


using an email mailing list was greater than expected, with many alumni replying to simply check in 


with current officers and chairs that they had once held. Additionally the organization benefits as this 


newsletter acts as a fundraising venture.  


 


Compilation of Senior Composite: A small but critical service that our chapter provides for the ME 


community is the compilation of the senior composite photo. Every semester a Pi Tau member, the 


Composite Chair, works with various staff members to organize a timetable for graduating seniors to 


have their photos taken. These photos are then sent to the Composite Chair where they are post-


processed and imported into the final composite template. In the fall semester of this past academic 


year this process was streamlined with the creation of a program for automatically cropping images 


and importing them into the composite. 


 


End of Semester Banquet: At the end of every semester the chapter holds a banquet for both the 


incoming new members and the outgoing graduating seniors. The chapter caters food from a local 


dining favorite. This is perhaps the biggest internal events and is a great opportunity to take a break 


from studying for finals and socialize with other members. This is also the event where the next 


generation of officers is elected in an effort to smooth transitions between semesters. The attendance 


is normally around fifty people. This year, a commemorative glass tumbler, with the Greek symbols 







of Pi Tau Sigma etched into the side, were given out to all graduating seniors as a small token of 


appreciation.  


Pi Tau Sigma Intramural Teams: The spring of 2015 semester saw the recreation of the Pi Tau 


Sigma intramural teams. Intramural coed dodgeball and sand volley ball were selected as this year’s 


sports. This activity actually proved to be valuable to the organization, strengthening relationships 


among those participating and helping to get members more involved that may not have necessarily 


taken that first step on their own. The teams proved to be unexpectedly good at dodgeball and 


volleyball and continued to play outside of the Purdue sponsored events with each other on 


weekends and after class. Last year there were issues in gaining female support of the intramural 


sports. This year there were a gratuitous amount of females to allow the team to join the coed 


league.  


Pi Tau Sigma Social Events: There was a focus on creating a more social atmosphere for Pi Tau 


members this year. The officers believed if there was a fun social atmosphere, more people would 


want to be involved. This proved to be true through the 


semester. Bubble Soccer, where people climb into air 


filled soft plastic bubbles and play soccer, turned to a 


huge success and was repeated in the spring semester. 


This event brought out many students not involved in Pi 


Tau Sigma to spend time with us. About thirty students 


showed up for this event. Other events such as card 


tournaments, movie nights, cookouts, and ice skating 


events were held through the semester. The ice skating was a collaborative event between Pi Tau 


Sigma and the other ME organizations to help bring us all together. The social atmosphere helped the 


organization grow as a chapter as well as grow with our peers throughout ME. 


 
Officer, Active, and Pledge Meetings: In addition to the aforementioned events biweekly officer and 


member meetings are held. Officer meetings are structured to ensure that all activities and events are 


being completed and that all officers are on task. The President runs this meeting and sees to it that 


the organization is running effectively as a whole. The active member meetings are held on off weeks 


from the officers meeting and the VP of Actives or President runs them. The purpose of these 


meetings is to convey important information about what is happening when and to gather volunteers 







for certain events as well as an opportunity for our members to get to know one another. Pledge 


meetings are held on the same days as the officer meetings and are designed to simulate active 


membership. These meetings are run by the VP of Pledges who is often joined by the remainder of 


the executive board at the conclusion of the officers meetings. A push to create a more social 


atmosphere for the pledge meetings was made to encourage more people to come and be involved 


and continue to grow their new friendships. Attendance is taken at these meetings and there are a 


minimum number of unexcused absences each member has to maintain membership in the chapter.  


 


Soldberg Teaching Award: One of the activities the chapter conducts on an annual basis is the 


polling of the student body to reward special members of the faculty with a teaching award. Pi Tau 


members are responsible for conducting the balloting in each upper level ME course and gathering 


results. The responsibility of organizing this activity traditionally falls on the VP of Actives. Only 


upper level mechanical engineers are polled to ensure that faculty teaching at all levels in the 


curriculum are considered. This occurs once a year and would not happen without the chapters help.   


 


Service Events 


 Further motivated by the chapter’s success at the National Convention, specifically with 


respect to the service events it participates in, organizes, and publicizes. The service events that the 


chapter contributes to can fall into one of two categories; events solely organized by the chapter and 


those that the chapter volunteers to participate in but does not necessarily run. As one might expect 


both of these types of events require different levels of involvement with the chapter. Listed below 


are the various service events that the chapter has participated in during the 2014-2015 academic 


year.  


 Winterization Fall 2014 / BoilerBlast Spring 


2015: This is an annual event that is always 


looking for volunteers and an opportunity for 


the active members to truly make a difference. 


Winterization and BoilerBlast takes place in 


the late fall and spring of every year and is an 


opportunity for Purdue students and 


organizations to volunteer in the community, 







fulfilling the requests of local residents for a variety of domestic tasks such as moving, cleaning, yard 


work, etc. Officers oversee teams of active members to a location and fulfill whatever task the client 


has requested. This event occurs on one weekend day late in the semester with jobs varying in length 


from three to nearly eight hours.  


 


Boys and Girls Club Carnival: Now a tradition within the Purdue chapter, the Carnival sponsored by 


PTS at the Lafayette Boys and Girls Club is perhaps one of the most popular service events with 


respect to both chapter members and the children at the club. The event is solely sponsored and 


organized by the chapter, featuring a bounce house, inflatable obstacle course (always a big hit), a 


number of small games, basketball, and an arts 


and crafts station. Every volunteer runs one of 


the stations or games and distributes tickets to 


the children who can then redeem the tickets for 


prizes.  This event has traditionally been the 


pledge service event but due to its popularity and 


the initiative the chapter has undergone to 


increase service activities it has been opened up 


to both actives and pledges.  


 


Elementary Outreach: This year the chapter put forth a significant amount of effort to revitalize a 


cornerstone service event, Elementary Outreach. An active member volunteered as Elementary 


Outreach Chair who was in charge of contacting local elementary school teachers at Wea Ridge 


Elementary and purchasing the necessary materials to orchestrate the event. This event typically 


consists of between five and seven active members going 


to the school and building small engineering projects such 


as bridges and rubber band powered cars. This project 


introduces students to some fun project that can inspire 


the students to find enjoyment in STEM fields. We will 


continue to try to orchestrate this event as it poses 


substantial benefit to those students involved.  


 


 


Boo at the Zoo: The local Lafayette Children’s Zoo hosts an event called Boo at the Zoo. This is 







when the zoo is filled with Halloween/Autumn 


decorations, games, and attractions. Pi Tau 


members volunteer for this event and help with 


the set up as well as running the event. Some 


students could be assisting providing drinks and 


snacks for families, running a festive game for 


kids, or dressing up and acting out children’s 


fairy tales during an interactive train ride that is 


incorporated in the zoo. This event was a huge 


success and a great time for everyone involved. Boo at the Zoo is an event that the Beta Chapter 


plans to continue throughout the coming years.   


 


Natalie’s Second Chance Animal Shelter: A new service we provided this year was to volunteer at a 


local animal shelter. Students visited the shelter to help clean the facility and dogs as well as walk the 


dogs for exercise. This event was very successful and as such we continued on to do the same event 


again in the spring with similar attendance and will continue to do more in the future.   


 


 







Chapter Information 


Officer Information  


 
Chapter Advisor  


Dr. Steven Wereley  


Contact Information  


Chapter Website: http://www.purdue.edu/pts  


President Email: berlintyler@gmail.com  
 


 Fall 2014 Spring 2015 Fall 2015  


President  Tyler Berlin Tyler Berlin Rachel Berry 


Treasurer  Andrew Wall Andrew Wall Rishab Mardia 


VP Actives  Adam Potrzebowski Rachel Berry Jennifer Boehm 


VP Pledges  Jennifer Boehm Jennifer Boehm Santiago Espinosa 


VP IR  Connor Stehr David Capone David Capone 


VP Sales  Bryan Filippelli Rishab Mardia Bennon Bastean 


Secretary  Desarae Diedrich Santiago Espinosa  Michael Laska 
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Purdue Beta 
Purdue University, West Lafayette 


Chartered May 13th 1922. Number 3. 
 
Goals for 2008-2009 


The goals of our chapter for 2008-2009 were 
to continue to improve the quality and 
awareness of the services we provide to the 
mechanical engineering students and to repair 
our large bronze key which was vandalized. 


Activities 
Our chapter coordinated many activities to 
serve the mechanical engineering department, 
students, and our community this past year.    
We coordinate department activities such as 
professor and course evaluations, the Solberg 
Award for outstanding professors, and the 
Magoon Award for teaching assistants.  Our 
ME Forum is a chance for students to 
comment about classes and the curriculum as 
well as to suggest improvements and for 
faculty to ask for student feedback about 
pending changes. 


Services to mechanical engineering students 
are another focus of our chapter.  Our chapter 
coordinated the ME social and picnic with 
ASME.  In addition, we held an ME Trivia 
Challenge at the social, allowing students and 
faculty to face off in a friendly competitive 
atmosphere.  Within the Mechanical 
Engineering building, we maintain an informal 
lounge to give students a place to work on 
homework, meet, and get something to eat.  In 
the past year we have expanded our menu to 
include healthier foods.  Test files of 
engineering courses are sold to students to 
help in studying for exams.  We also award a 
scholarship to an outstanding sophomore every 
year.  Our members are also asked to provide a 
list of courses for which they can tutor other 
ME students.  This list is provided to the ME 
Academic Advisors so they can provide to 
students as needed. 


In the community, our elementary outreach 
chair organizes a few days to go to area 
elementary schools to showcase engineering.  
The showcase teaches students about design 
and simple physics.  Each semester, the 
pledges organize a service project where they 
spend a day helping a community 
organization.  This year’s service project was a 
carnival-like event hosted at the local Boys & 
Girls club as an after-school activity for 
elementary and middle school students. This 
event was held one afternoon in both the fall 


and spring semesters and provided activities 
such as arts and crafts, inflatable playgrounds, 
games, and prizes for the students.  In addition 
to the service project, some of our members 
continue to tutor high school students in their 
math and science courses.   


Graduates 
Tim Bond – BP 
Reid Gray – BP  
Erin Potrzebowski – Chevron 
Jeremy Koehler – Graduate School, Michigan 
Kyle Erdbruegger – BP 
Laura Palac – Schlumberger 
Sherry Cheng – General Mills 
Kate Hood – BP 
Curt Freeman – Exxon Mobil 
Steven Renke – Air Products 
Sergey Sandler – Arcelor Mittal 
Josh Havekost – BP 
Andrew Gillman – Graduate School, Michigan 
Brad Lothamer – Unknown 
Karthik Bharath Kumar – Adani Power PVT 


LTD, India 
Kathleen Albers – GE Aviation 
Aalap Dighe – Graduate School, MIT 
Adam Tucci – GE Energy 
Matt Green – Cameron 
Dan Zaksheske – Cameron 
Vivian Chou – Graduate School, Texas 
Benjamin Baker – Graduate School, Purdue 
Ed Koeberlein – Unknown 
Matt Adsit – Rockwell Automation 
Matt Whittaker – Unknown 
Nishath Aranha – Unknown 


Awards & Recognition 
Purdue Beta - PTS Outstanding Service Award 
Purdue Beta - PTS Outstanding Performance 


Award 
 
Names of New Members 
Fall 2008 Pledges 
Stephen Caskey   Joe Davies 
Bernie Davila  Drew Henderson 
Robb Janesheski  Karthik Kumar 
Stephen Parkhill   Deepak Pillai 
David Poglitsch   Vincent Tandiono  
Sid Tekriwal  Harsha Yejju  
Spring 2009 Pledges 
Mike Liberio  Andrew Lincoln 
Brian Pigman  Tim Blatchley 
Paul Burgeson  Hendrik Ekowaluyo 
Kevin Leslie  Alex Miller 
Keith Miller  Minesh Sarda 
Yuvraj Singh  May Yen 
Fred Landavazo IV Stephen Musick 
Scott Curby  Janet Ferrell 







Demi Hutchinson  Elaine Li 
Sheng Yang  Stephen Leuck 
Evan Herndon  Paul Coyne 
Yuan Hung Tai  Steve Gamrat 


  
 


Transfer of Responsibilities 
To make the transfer of responsibilities 
between subsequent semesters go more 
smoothly, our organization’s network drive 
was reorganized such that every officer and 
chair position had a folder and a “what to do” 
document.  At the end of each semester, every 
position is required to update all of their files 
that they used and update the information 
document.  Chairs and officers are also asked 
to schedule a meeting with their predecessor to 
discuss what their responsibilities will entail. 
 


Plans for 2009-2010 
For the coming year, our chapter will focus on 
continuing to improve the quality and 
awareness of the services we provide to 
mechanical engineering students.  In addition, 
innovative ways to gain interest in 
membership will be looked into in order to 
maintain high membership totals and to 
maintain the standard of chapter activity. 


 
Chapter Officers 


President Erin Potrzebowski 
Treasurer Matt Green 
Secretary Reid Gray 
VP Actives Jerad Cole 
VP Pledges Phil Hicks 
VP Ind. Relations Tim Bond 
VP Sales Aalap Dighe 
  


Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Steven Wereley 
 


Contact Information 
http://www.purdue.edu/pts  
pts@ecn.purdue.edu 
 


Reporter 
Reid Gray 
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PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT  
2013-2014  


Purdue Beta  
 


Initiations  


Undergraduates entering their fourth semester at the university, or second semester within the 


school of mechanical engineering with a GPA of 3.6 or greater are invited to undergo the chapter 


pledge process. This GPA requirement is decreased by one tenth of a point for every additional 


semester the potential member has been in the school of mechanical engineering. A minimum GPA 


of 3.3 is required for eligibility to enter the pledge process for students with senior standings.  


The pledge process begins with invitations being sent to those eligible students to attend the 


pledge callout, which traditionally occurs within the first month of every semester. The Vice 


President of Pledges presents to those eligible the perks of membership, requirements for 


membership, the necessities for completion of the pledge process, and briefly describes the basics of 


the Purdue Beta chapter. Near the conclusion of the callout the current executive board is introduced 


and the floor is opened for any questions potential pledges may have concerning the organization. 


At the conclusion of the callout attendance is taken of those interested in undergoing the pledge 


process.  


Once those interested in joining the organization have been identified they are required to 


attend biweekly pledge meetings held throughout the semester. The objectives of these meetings 


include pledge bonding, education regarding Pi Tau Sigma, and identification of pledge 


responsibilities. These responsibilities include, but are not limited to, organization of a pledge service 


event, establishment of leadership roles within the pledge class, aid in operation of a chapter-run 


lounge, donation of acceptable tests to a test bank, and familiarization with the chapter officers, chair, 


and active members. The pledge leadership roles include positions of Service Chair and Trivia Chair. 


These positions are intended to mimic the corresponding active positions in the organization and aid 


in identifying involved individuals.  


One of these developmental positions in particular is viewed as a recruitment tool for 


leadership within the active division of the chapter, this being the pledge service chair. Traditionally 


this position allows a pledge to organize and direct the pledge service project with the help of the VP 


Pledges and other active members. During both the Fall 2013 and Spring 2014 semesters this pledge 


has organized a PTS sponsored after school carnival at the local Boys and Girls Club. This event is 


explained in more detail below. However, it was decided that pledges should have access to active 







service events as well as the carnival, so many of the service events throughout the semester were 


attended both pledging and active members. The intention of this initiative was to induce interaction 


between pledges and active members, with the ultimate goal of building both social and professional 


relationships.  


 Prior to pledge initiation, pledges are required to interview at least five officers or chairs and 


complete signature sheets that include every officer, chair, pledge, and a defined number of active 


members and professors. The pledge process culminates in a pledge exam, testing the potential 


members in areas such as Pi Tau Sigma facts, both on the national and chapter levels, general 


engineering knowledge, and familiarization with the name sheets. These exams are then graded by 


the VP pledges who presents to the executive board a list of those members he or she has seen fit to 


join the organization based upon test performance and attendance based criteria.  


 Those pledges that have proven their dedication to the organization by performing at a high 


level in all criteria for active membership are initiated into the organization during the final week of 


the academic year. Initiation takes place in front of the entire executive board who describe the basic 


principles of Pi Tau Sigma to the newly inducted pledge class. It is at this point in time that the 


pledge class signs their names into the chapter membership log book and pledges make the transition 


to active members. The initiation is concluded and all active members are assembled at an end of 


year banquet to discuss the semester’s activities and select officers for the upcoming semester 


 
Fall 2013 Pledges 


20 Activated December 3rd, 2013 


 
Spring 2014 Pledges 


14 Activated on April 29th, 2014 
 


 
Chapter Activities  
 
PTS Tutors: Another unique opportunity that is offered to 


active members of the Purdue chapter is to tutor struggling 


students in the ME student body. A Tutoring Chair is tasked 


with managing requests submitted through the chapter website 


and matching students with active member tutors. Active 


members are selected to tutor students based upon their 


performance in the respective classes. Throughout the past semester the number of tutors within the 


organization has been around twenty students with many of those tutoring in multiple classes.  


PTS Sponsored Review Sessions: The chapter additionally sponsors review sessions for 







introductory mechanical engineering classes such as 


thermodynamics, statics, and dynamics. Many of the 


chapter’s members are teaching assistants or graders 


for these classes and thus are well qualified to hold 


these review sessions. The materials covered in these 


sessions are past exams that our members completed 


when they themselves took these same classes in past semesters. They review sessions been 


very successful as a form of increasing awareness of our organization, its presence in the ME 


community, and providing a pro bono service for younger students. We tend to hold one 


sessions for each of the three mid-term exams in each of these classes which can get attendance 


upwards of 60 students.  


ME Forum: This is arguably one of the most beneficial events that this chapter organizes when it 


comes to improving the greater ME community. This event traditionally occurs during the final 


academic week of every semester and consists of an open forum between students and faculty with 


discussion mediated by the PTS president and recorded by the secretary. For students, it is an 


opportunity to have a large number of faculty on hand who can collectively address their questions or 


concerns. This event is beneficial for the faculty because it allows them to understand what students 


would like changed. The secretary’s notes are distributed to the entire ME community at the 


conclusion of the forum so those not in attendance can familiarize themselves with relevant issues. 


Talking points are gathered by implementing school wide polls in the week prior to the event. 


Examples of issues raised in the past include but are not limited to course sequencing and 


organization of the ME plan of study, class scheduling, academic honesty policies, facility access, 


implementation of online classes, out of classroom educational resources (use of blogs, lectures 


uploaded to the internet, and chat rooms for virtual TA office hours), and many more. Faculty 


members present include the department head, the head of all the computer labs, the head of 


undergrad studies within course coordinators, any additional professors, and ME facilities employees 


are always appreciated. The chapter provides refreshments to encourage attendance. 


 


Mechanical Engineering Social: The ME social is traditionally a biannual event, occurring during the 


final week of every semester. The event allows students a break from studying and an opportunity to 


unwind and socialize with fellow ME’s and faculty members. This event takes place at a local bar 


and the chapter provides food to those in attendance. Additionally commemorative pint glasses are 







distributed to the first hundred in attendance. PTS members invite as many professors as possible to 


this event, with attendance this year being between three and five in the fall and spring semesters. A 


faculty versus student trivia game is the main event while at the bar, with questions being generated 


either by the pledge class or the Social Chair. This event is traditionally one of the largest the chapter 


organizes, with attendance between 150 and 200 people during the dead week socials. The mid-


semester social had lower attendance and thus has been discontinued in upcoming semesters. This 


year, two additional mid-semester socials were organized in the spring and fall due to the events 


popularity. These were more unofficial socials that did not include the pint glass distribution but still 


allowed for an opportunity to unwind with fellow students. 


 


Lounge Sales: One way in which the chapter is able to provide a service to the ME community is by 


sponsoring and organizing a lounge in the mechanical engineering building. With the completion of a 


new wing of the ME building the chapter was given valuable space in a public kitchen area. Active 


members and pledges sell snacks and refreshments purchased with the chapter’s funds at reasonable 


costs to the mechanical engineering student body, faculty, and staff. The act of manning lounge hours 


is critical in the pledge process and remaining an active member of the chapter. In the spring 


semester funds were dedicated to the purchase of a laptop for the lounge that is used to track 


inventories, sales, time of sales, and relative popularity of items. Knowledge of these parameters 


allow for the optimization of hours worked and inventory stocked 


with respect to time throughout the semester. The lounge is the 


responsibility of the Lounge Chair who in turn reports to the Vice 


President of Sales. Our goal with this endeavor is to provide a 


service more than aiming for profits, so we sell all items at the 


lowest prices we can offer without taking losses.  


 
Test File Sales: In the past another cornerstone operation has been the chapter test sales office. Our 


active members are tasked with collecting and maintaining a test bank for a number of past exams 


given in core mechanical engineering courses. The Test Files Chair, who is responsible for ensuring 


adequate supplies of exams every week of the semester, directs this operation. Like the Lounge Chair 


this position reports to the Vice President of Sales. Additionally, similar to the lounge a desktop 


computer is used for tracking exam sales, contains a calendar of all exams in the ME department, and 


also contains many key PTS related documents. The exams in the test bank consist of tests that active 


members have taken and received a 90% or above on and in most cases have edited the completed 







test, correcting any mistakes. These corrected exams are then photocopied and sold to the ME 


community at the reasonable price of $0.75 per exam. 


 
Industry Information Sessions: During the fall semester the chapter hosted a few special speakers at 


our actives meetings. These speakers were company representatives from Micron Technologies and 


Honeywell Aerospace looking specifically to recruit Pi Tau members. These events are relatively 


simple and usually require the chapter to simply reserve a location and publicize the event for the 


company, which in many cases supplies refreshments and promotional items. The presence of these 


speakers has been part of an effort to increase the benefits of being a Pi Tau member at Purdue. 


These information sessions are in addition to the other aforementioned events with Honeywell, 


Emerson, GE, and Schlumberger. Ultimately the chapter would like to serve as an intermediary, 


connecting the highest achieving mechanical engineers at Purdue with the most highly sought after 


positions in industry.   


 


GE Day in the Lounge: The GE Day in the Lounge was an industry-sponsored event with an 


emphasis on recruitment cosponsored and organized by the chapter. This event consisted of two 


representatives from GE, one of whom who is the lead recruiter at Purdue, providing funding and 


supplies for the days activities. The representatives offered advice on successful interviewing, 


creating attractive resumes, and general advice valuable to any ME undergrad. This event provided 


complimentary snacks to students within the ME community at Purdue. Between two and three PTS 


members volunteered throughout the morning to aid in setup and distribution of snacks. 


 


Design Creativity Seminar Fall 2013: The chapter holds a daylong event at an off campus retreat 


center in the fall of every year with Schlumberger called the Design Creativity Seminar. This event is 


open first come first serve to anywhere between 20 to 25 mechanical engineering students. This is a 


very unique event in which a professor emeritus within the school of mechanical engineering returns 


with any number of Schlumberger representatives, historically between three and five. The main 


activity for the daylong event is a design project. The goal of this project is to attempt to inspire 


creativity and emphasize the notion that in many real world engineering problems there are usually 


many “correct” solutions and to arrive at the best solution nontraditional thought processes may be 


required. Schlumberger will cover all costs incurred such as reserving the retreat center, meals for 


breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and the purchase of creativity related supplies. 


 







Resume Book: Of the active members about 60% chose to submit their resumes to be publicized in 


this document. Once submitted about half of those in the book received interest from industry. 


Interest is defined as an effort to reach out to our members via email or phone on the part of 


interested companies. In the spring semester another edition of the resume book was created 


including new active members and updated resumes. In the future this resume book may be touted as 


another valuable incentive to encourage participation within the chapter. Additionally it serves to get 


our name out to industry members which can peak their interest for possible future information 


sessions and sponsorship. 


 


Annual Alumni Newsletter: Purdue Beta also creates an annual newsletter which we send to all of our 


alumni. The purpose of this publication is simply to update alumni on the goings on of the chapter, 


what the students are doing, where they are going, and hopefully encourage interaction and 


communication between current members and alumni. The reaction to this publication, distributed 


using an email mailing list was greater than expected, with many alumni replying to simply check in 


with current officers and chairs that they had once held. Additionally the organization benefits as this 


newsletter acts as a fundraising venture.  


 


Compilation of Senior Composite: A small but critical service that our chapter provides for the ME 


community is the compilation of the senior composite photo. Every semester a Pi Tau member, the 


Composite Chair, works with various staff members to organize a timetable for graduating seniors to 


have their photos taken. These photos are then sent to the Composite Chair where they are post-


processed and imported into the final composite template. In the fall semester of this past academic 


year this process was streamlined with the creation of a program for automatically cropping images 


and importing them into the composite. 


 


End of Semester Banquet: At the end of every semester the chapter holds a banquet for both the 


incoming new members and the outgoing graduating seniors. The chapter either rents a local 


restaurant or has food catered to an on campus location. This is perhaps the biggest internal events 


and is a great opportunity to take a break from studying for finals and socialize with other members. 


This is also the event where the next generation of officers is elected in an effort to smooth 


transitions between semesters. The attendance is normally around fifty people.  


Pi Tau Sigma Dodgeball Team: The spring of 2014 semester saw the creation of the first ever Pi 







Tau Sigma intramural team. Intramural coed dodgeball was initially selected, but due to the lack of 


interest on behalf of many of our female members the team entered in the Men’s Open league. This 


activity actually proved to be valuable to the organization, strengthening relationships among those 


participating and helping to get members more involved that may not have necessarily taken that 


first step on their own. The team was also a surprise as they proved to be unexpectedly good at 


dodgeball, making it to the semifinals of the league tournament. Hopefully in the future a sport will 


be selected that will encourage female involvement as well, but considering this was the first 


attempt at involvement in intramural sports this activity was deemed a success.  


Officer, Active, and Pledge Meetings: In addition to the aforementioned events biweekly officer and 


member meetings are held. Officer meetings are structured to ensure that all activities and events are 


being completed and that all officers are on task. The President runs this meeting and sees to it that 


the organization is running effectively as a whole. The active member meetings are held on off weeks 


from the officers meeting and the VP of Actives or President runs them. The purpose of these 


meetings is to convey important information about what is happening when and to gather volunteers 


for certain events as well as an opportunity for our members to get to know one another. Pledge 


meetings are held on the same days as the officer meetings and are designed to simulate active 


membership. These meetings are run by the VP of Pledges who is often joined by the remainder of 


the executive board at the conclusion of the officers meetings. Typically refreshments are provided 


for each meeting. This creates more of a social atmosphere and it gets more people to come and be 


involved. Attendance is taken at these meetings and there are a minimum number of unexcused 


absences each member has to maintain membership in the chapter.  


 


Soldberg Teaching Award: One of the activities the chapter conducts on an annual basis is the 


polling of the student body to reward special members of the faculty with a teaching award. Pi Tau 


members are responsible for conducting the balloting in each upper level ME course and gathering 


results. The responsibility of organizing this activity traditionally falls on the VP of Actives. Only 


upper level mechanical engineers are polled to ensure that faculty teaching at all levels in the 


curriculum are considered. This occurs once a year and would not happen without the chapters help.   


 


Service Events 


 Further motivated by the chapter’s success at the National Convention, specifically with 


respect to the service events it participates in, organizes, and publicizes. The service events that the 







chapter contributes to can fall into one of two categories; events solely organized by the chapter and 


those that the chapter volunteers to participate in but does not necessarily run. As one might expect 


both of these types of events require different levels of involvement with the chapter. Listed below 


are the various service events that the chapter has participated in during the 2013-2014 academic 


year.  


BoilerBlast Spring 2014: This event was the 


primary active service for the spring of 2014 


semester. While not organized by the chapter, it 


is an annual event that is always looking for 


volunteers and an opportunity for the active 


members to truly make a difference. 


BoilerBlast takes place in the spring of every 


year and is an opportunity for Purdue students 


and organizations to volunteer in the 


community, fulfilling the requests of local residents for a variety of domestic tasks such as moving, 


cleaning, yard work, etc. Officers oversee teams of active members to a location and fulfill whatever 


task the client has requested. This event occurs on one weekend day early in the semester with jobs 


varying in length from three to nearly eight hours.  


 


Boys and Girls Club Carnival: Now a tradition within the Purdue chapter, the Carnival sponsored by 


PTS at the Lafayette Boys and Girls Club is perhaps one of the most popular service events with 


respect to both chapter members and the children at the club. The event is solely sponsored and 


organized by the chapter, featuring a bounce house, inflatable obstacle course (always a big hit), a 


number of small games, basketball, and an arts and crafts station. Every volunteer runs one of the 


stations or games and distributes tickets to the children who can then redeem the tickets for prizes.  


This event has traditionally been the pledge service event but due to its popularity and the initiative 


the chapter has undergone to increase service activities it has been opened up to both actives and 


pledges. However most of the planning is still done by the pledge class, and is overseen by the Vice 


President of Pledges 


 


Elementary Outreach: This year the chapter put forth a significant amount of effort to revitalize a 


cornerstone service event, Elementary Outreach. An active member volunteered as Elementary 







Outreach Chair who was in charge of contacting local 


elementary school teachers at Happy Hollow Elementary 


and purchasing the necessary materials to orchestrate the 


event. This event typically consists of between five and 


seven active members going to the school and building 


paper plate speakers with the students. The necessary 


materials for the project consisted of Styrofoam plates, 


electromagnetic wire, magnets, glue, and paper. This project introduces students to the fundamentals 


of electricity, magnetism, and sound. Unfortunately due to a particularly cold winter and subsequent 


snow days, teachers were not able to make time for the event. We will continue to try to orchestrate 


this event as it poses substantial benefit to those students involved.  


 


Purdue Village Language Practice: A new service we provided in the fall was to volunteer at the 


Purdue Village in order to help foreign students practice their English. These students lived in an 


international community within Purdue and were taking classes to hone their English. Around twenty 


students participated and the event went very well with both ends reporting that they had a good time. 


During the event, general conversations were held over dinner followed by playing games like 


charades. This event was very successful and as such we continued on to do the same event again in 


the spring with similar attendance and will continue to do more in the future.   


 


Creasy Springs Retirement Home: Another new event introduced this year was volunteering at the 


Creasy Springs Retirement home. During this event, 10 volunteers conversed and played various 


board and card games with members of the community for two and a half hours. The event was well 


received and again is something we feel we should continue doing in future semesters.  


 


Chapter Information 


Officer Information   


 Fall 2013  Spring 2014 Fall 2014  
President  Ryan Clark Ryan Clark  Tyler Berlin 
Treasurer  Wenchang Wang  Wenchang Wang  Andrew Wall 
VP Actives  Laura Chemler  Adam Potrzebowski Adam Potrzebowski 
VP Pledges  Andrew Yuill  Andy Yuill Jennifer Boehm 
VP IR  Aaron Melemed  Tyler Berlin  Connor Stehr 
VP Sales  MingMing Zhang  Andrew Wall  Bryan Filippelli 







 
 
Chapter Advisor  
Dr. Steven Wereley  


Contact Information  
Chapter Website: http://www.purdue.edu/pts  
President Email: berlintyler@gmail.com 
 


Secretary  Andrew Schumacher  Rachel Berry  Desarae Diedrich 
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Initiations 


Undergraduates entering their fourth semester at the university, or second semester 


within the school of mechanical engineering with a GPA of 3.6 or higher are invited to 


pledge. This GPA requirement is decreased one tenth of a point for every semester the 


potential member has been in the school of mechanical engineering. A minimum GPA of 


3.3 is required for eligibility for students with senior-level status. 


The pledge process begins with invitations being sent to those eligible students to 


attend the pledge callout, which traditionally occurs within the first month 


of every semester. The Vice President of Pledges presents to 


those eligible the perks of membership, requirements for membership, the necessities for 


completion of the pledge process, and briefly describes the basics of the Purdue Beta 


chapter. Near the conclusion of the callout the current executive board is introduced and 


the floor is opened for any questions potential pledges may have concerning the 


organization. At the conclusion of the callout attendance is taken of those interested in 


undergoing the pledge process.  


Once those interested in joining the organization have been identified they are 


required to attend weekly pledge meetings held throughout the semester. The objectives 


of these meetings include pledge bonding, education regarding Pi Tau Sigma, and 


identification of pledge responsibilities. These responsibilities include, but are not limited 


to, organization of a pledge service event, establishment of leadership roles within the 


pledge class, aid in operation of a chapter-run lounge, donation of acceptable tests to a 


test bank, and familiarization with the chapter officers, chair, and active members. The 


pledge leadership roles include positions of Service Chair, Treasurer, Test Files Chair, 


and Social Chair. These positions are intended to mimic the corresponding active 


positions in the organization and aid in identifying involved individuals.  


One of these developmental positions in particular is viewed as a recruitment tool 


for leadership within the active division of the chapter, this being the pledge service 


chair. Traditionally this position allows a pledge to organize and direct the pledge service 


project with the help of the VP Pledges and other active members.  During both the Fall 


2015 and Spring 2016 semesters this pledge has organized a PTS sponsored after school 


carnival at the local Boys and Girls Club. This event is explained in more detail below. 


However, it was decided that pledges should have access to active service events as well 


as the carnival, so many of the service events throughout the semester were attended both 


pledging and active members. The intention of this initiative was to induce interaction 


between pledges and active members, with the ultimate goal of building both social and 


professional relationships.  


Prior to pledge initiation, pledges are required to interview at least five officers or 


chairs and complete signature sheets that include every officer, chair, pledge, and a 


defined number of active members and professors. The pledge process culminates in a 


pledge exam, testing the potential members in areas such as Pi Tau Sigma facts, both on 


the national and chapter levels, general engineering knowledge, and familiarization with 


the name sheets. These exams are then graded by the VP pledges, who presents to the 







executive board a list of those members he or she has seen fit to join the organization 


based upon test performance and attendance based criteria.  


Those pledges that have proven their dedication to the organization by performing 


at a high level in all criteria for active membership are initiated into the organization 


during the final week of the academic year. Initiation takes place in front of the entire 


executive board who describe the basic principles of Pi Tau Sigma to the newly inducted 


pledge class. It is at this point in time that the pledge class signs their names into the 


chapter membership log book and pledges make the transition to active members. The 


initiation is concluded and all active members are assembled at an end of year banquet to 


discuss the semester’s activities and select officers for the upcoming semester  


 


Chapter Activities  


 


PTS Tutors: Another unique opportunity that is offered to active members of the Purdue 


chapter is to tutor struggling students in the ME student body. A Tutoring Chair is tasked 


with managing requests submitted through the chapter website and matching students 


with active member tutors. Active members are selected to tutor students based upon 


their performance in the respective classes. Throughout the past semester the number of 


tutors within the organization has been around twenty students with many of those 


tutoring in multiple classes.  


 


PTS Sponsored Review Sessions: The chapter additionally sponsors review sessions for 


introductory mechanical engineering classes such as thermodynamics, statics, and 


dynamics. Many of the chapter’s members are teaching assistants or graders for these 


classes and thus are well qualified to hold these review sessions. The materials covered in 


these sessions are past exams that our members completed when they themselves took 


these same classes in past semesters. They review sessions been very successful as a form 


of increasing awareness of our organization, its presence in the ME community, and 


providing a pro bono service for younger students. We tend to hold one session for each 


of the three mid-term exams in each of these classes, which can get attendance upwards 


of 60 students. The test reviewed is made available to any student who would like to have 


an additional copy for practice.  


 


ME Forum: This is arguably one of the most beneficial events that this chapter organizes 


when it comes to improving the greater ME community. This event traditionally occurs 


during the final academic week of every semester and consists of an open forum between 


students and faculty with discussion mediated by the PTS president and recorded by the 


secretary. For students, it is an opportunity to have a large number of faculty on hand that 


can collectively address their questions or concerns. This event is beneficial for the 


faculty because it allows them to understand what students would like changed. The 


secretary’s notes are distributed to the entire ME community at the conclusion of the 


forum so those not in attendance can familiarize themselves with relevant issues. Talking 


points are gathered by implementing school wide polls in the week prior to the event. 


Examples of issues raised in the past include but are not limited to course sequencing and 


organization of the ME plan of study, class scheduling, academic honesty policies, 


facility access, implementation of online classes, out of classroom educational resources 







(use of blogs, lectures uploaded to the internet, and chat rooms for virtual TA office 


hours), and many more. Faculty members present include the department head, the head 


of all the computer labs, the head of undergrad studies within course coordinators, any 


additional professors, and ME facilities employees are always appreciated. The chapter 


provides refreshments to encourage attendance.  


 


Mechanical Engineering Social: The ME social is traditionally a biannual event, 


occurring during the final week of every semester. The event allows students a break 


from studying and an opportunity to unwind and socialize with fellow ME’s and faculty 


members. This event takes place at a local bar and the chapter provides food to those in 


attendance. Additionally commemorative pint glasses are distributed to the first hundred 


in attendance. PTS members invite as many professors as possible to this event, with 


attendance this year being between eight and ten in the fall and spring semesters. A pub 


style trivia game is the main event while at the bar, with questions being generated either 


by the pledge class or the Social Chair. This event is traditionally one of the largest the 


chapter organizes, with attendance between 150 and 200 people during the dead week 


socials. In recent years, two additional mid-semester socials were organized in the spring 


and fall due to the events popularity. These were more unofficial socials that did not 


include the pint glass distribution but still allowed for an opportunity to unwind with 


fellow students.  


 


Lounge Sales: One way in which the chapter is able to provide a service to the ME 


community is by sponsoring and organizing a lounge in the mechanical engineering 


building. Active members and pledges sell snacks and refreshments purchased with the 


chapter’s funds at reasonable costs to the mechanical engineering student body, faculty, 


and staff. The act of manning lounge hours is critical in the pledge process and remaining 


an active member of the chapter. Recently, the chapter allocated funds to the purchase of 


a laptop for the lounge that is used to track inventories, sales, time of sales, and relative 


popularity of items. Knowledge of these parameters allow for the optimization of hours 


worked and inventory stocked with respect to time throughout the semester. The lounge 


is the responsibility of the Lounge Chair who in turn reports to the Vice President of 


Sales. Our goal with this endeavor is to provide a service more than aiming for profits, so 


we sell all items at the lowest prices we can offer without taking losses.  


 


Test File Sales: In the past another cornerstone operation has been the chapter test sales 


office. Our active members are tasked with collecting and maintaining a test bank for a 


number of past exams given in core mechanical engineering courses. The Test Files 


Chair, who is responsible for ensuring adequate supplies of exams every week of the 


semester, directs this operation. Like the Lounge Chair this position reports to the Vice 


President of Sales. Additionally, similar to the lounge a desktop computer is used for 


tracking exam sales, contains a calendar of all exams in the ME department, and also 


contains many key PTS related documents. The exams in the test bank consist of tests 


that active members have taken and received a 90% or above on and in most cases have 


edited the completed test, correcting any mistakes. These corrected exams are then 


photocopied and sold to the ME community at the reasonable price of $0.75 per exam.  


 







Industry Information Sessions: During the fall semester the chapter hosted a few special 


speakers at our actives meetings. These speakers included company representatives from 


ExxonMobil, Schlumberger, Honeywell Aerospace, and Anheuser-Busch looking 


specifically to recruit Pi Tau members. These events are relatively simple and usually 


require the chapter to simply reserve a location and publicize the event for the company, 


which in many cases supplies refreshments and promotional items. The presence of these 


speakers has been part of an effort to increase the benefits of being a Pi Tau member at 


Purdue. These information sessions are in addition to the other aforementioned events 


with Kimberly Clark, Emerson, and General Electric. Ultimately the chapter would like 


to serve as an intermediary, connecting the highest achieving mechanical engineers at 


Purdue with the most highly sought after positions in industry.  


 


Industry Day in the Lounge: The Industry Days in the Lounge were an industry-


sponsored event with an emphasis on recruitment cosponsored and organized by the 


chapter. This event consisted of a few representatives from a given industry, who are both 


knowledgeable about the recruitment process at Purdue. The representatives provide 


funding and supplies for the day’s activities. The representatives offered advice on 


successful interviewing, creating attractive resumes, and general advice valuable to any 


ME undergrad. This event provided complimentary snacks to students within the ME 


community at Purdue. Between two and three PTS members volunteered throughout the 


morning to aid in setup and distribution of snacks. Some of the industries that came for 


an industry day in our lounge included General Electric, Caterpillar, and ExxonMobil.  


 


Design Creativity Seminar Fall 2015: The chapter holds a daylong event at an off campus 


retreat center in the fall of every year with Schlumberger called the Design Creativity 


Seminar. This event is open first come first serve to anywhere between 20 to 25 


mechanical engineering students. This is a very unique event in which a professor 


emeritus within the school of mechanical engineering returns with any number of 


Schlumberger representatives, historically between three and five. The main activity for 


the daylong event is a design project. The goal of this project is to attempt to inspire 


creativity and emphasize the notion that in many real world engineering problems there 


are usually many “correct” solutions and to arrive at the best solution nontraditional 


thought processes may be required. Schlumberger will cover all costs incurred such as 


reserving the retreat center, meals for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and the purchase of 


creativity related supplies.  


 


Annual Alumni Newsletter: Purdue Beta creates an annual newsletter, which we send to 


all of our alumni. The purpose of this publication is simply to update alumni on the 


goings on of the chapter, what the students are doing, where they are going, and 


hopefully encourage interaction and communication between current members and 


alumni. The reaction to this publication, distributed using an email mailing list was 


greater than expected, with many alumni replying to simply check in with current officers 


and chairs that they had once held. Additionally the organization benefits as this 


newsletter acts as a fundraising venture.  


 







Compilation of Senior Composite: A small but critical service that our chapter provides 


for the ME community is the compilation of the senior composite photo. Every semester 


a Pi Tau member, the Composite Chair, works with various staff members to organize a 


timetable for graduating seniors to have their photos taken. These photos are then sent to 


the Composite Chair where they are postprocessed and imported into the final composite 


template. In the fall semester of this past academic year this process was streamlined with 


the creation of a program for automatically cropping images and importing them into the 


composite.  


End of Semester Banquet: At the end of every semester the chapter holds a banquet for 


both the incoming new members and the outgoing graduating seniors. The chapter caters 


food from a local dining favorite. This is perhaps the biggest internal events and is a great 


opportunity to take a break from studying for finals and socialize with other members. 


This is also the event where the next generation of officers is elected in an effort to 


smooth transitions between semesters. The attendance is normally around fifty people.  


Pi Tau Sigma Intramural Teams: The fall 2015 semester saw the recreation of the Pi Tau 


Sigma intramural teams. Intramural coed dodgeball and sand volleyball were selected as 


that semester’s sports. This activity actually proved to be valuable to the organization, 


strengthening relationships among those participating and helping to get members more 


involved that may not have necessarily taken that first step on their own. The teams 


proved to be unexpectedly good at dodgeball and volleyball and continued to play outside 


of the Purdue sponsored events with each other on weekends and after class. Last year 


there were issues in gaining female support of the intramural sports. This year there were 


a gratuitous amount of females to allow the team to join the coed league.  


Pi Tau Sigma Social Events: There was a focus on creating a more social atmosphere for 


Pi Tau members the past few years. The officers believed if there was a fun social 


atmosphere, more people would want to be involved. This proved to be true through the 


semester. Bubble Soccer, where people climb into air filled soft plastic bubbles and play 


soccer, turned to a huge success last year and was repeated in the spring semester this 


year. This event brought out many students not involved in Pi Tau Sigma to spend time 


with us. About thirty students showed up for this event. Other events such as card 


tournaments, movie nights, cookouts, and ice-skating events were held through the 


semester. Several of these events were collaborative between Pi Tau Sigma and the other 


ME organizations to help bring us all together. The social atmosphere helped the 


organization grow as a chapter as well as grow with our peers throughout ME. 


Officer, Active, and Pledge Meetings: In addition to the aforementioned events biweekly 


officer and member meetings are held. Officer meetings are structured to ensure that all 


activities and events are being completed and that all officers are on task. The President 


runs this meeting and sees to it that the organization is running effectively as a whole. 


The active member meetings are held on off weeks from the officers meeting and the VP 


of Actives or President runs them. The purpose of these meetings is to convey important 


information about what is happening when and to gather volunteers for certain events as 


well as an opportunity for our members to get to know one another. Pledge meetings are 







held on the same days as the officer meetings and are designed to simulate active 


membership. These meetings are run by the VP of Pledges who is often joined by the 


remainder of the executive board at the conclusion of the officers meetings. A push to 


create a more social atmosphere for the pledge meetings was made to encourage more 


people to come and be involved and continue to grow their new friendships. Attendance 


is taken at these meetings and there are a minimum number of unexcused absences each 


member has to maintain membership in the chapter. This semester, a new practice was 


put into place to get the pledges to be more familiar with the people who held leadership 


roles within the organization. Each officer and chair member was asked by the VP of 


pledges to sign up to attend one or more pledge meetings. By having the officers show up 


to these meetings, the pledges learned more about the various roles in the organization, 


and were able to get signatures and interviews much more easily. 


 


Solberg Teaching Award: One of the activities the chapter conducts on an annual basis is 


the polling of the student body to reward special members of the faculty with a teaching 


award. Pi Tau members are responsible for conducting the balloting in each upper level 


ME course and gathering results. The responsibility of organizing this activity 


traditionally falls on the VP of Actives. Only upper level mechanical engineers are polled 


to ensure that faculty teaching at all levels in the curriculum are considered. This occurs 


once a year and would not happen without the chapters help.  


 


Service Events  
Further motivated by the chapter’s success at the National Convention, 


specifically with respect to the service events it participates in, organizes, and publicizes. 


The service events that the chapter contributes to can fall into one of two categories; 


events solely organized by the chapter and those that the chapter volunteers to participate 


in but does not necessarily run. As one might expect both of these types of events require 


different levels of involvement with the chapter. Listed below are the various service 


events that the chapter has participated in during the 2015-2016 academic year.  


 


Winterization Fall 2015 / BoilerBlast Spring 2016: This is an annual event that is always 


looking for volunteers and an opportunity for the active members to truly make a 


difference. Winterization and BoilerBlast takes place in the late fall and spring of every 


year and is an opportunity for Purdue students and organizations to volunteer in the 


community, fulfilling the requests of local residents for a variety of domestic tasks such 


as moving, cleaning, yard work, etc. Officers oversee teams of active members to a 


location and fulfill whatever task the client has requested. This event occurs on one 


weekend day late in the semester with jobs varying in length from three to nearly eight 


hours.  


 


Boys and Girls Club Carnival: A long-standing tradition within the Purdue chapter, the 


Carnival sponsored by PTS at the Lafayette Boys and Girls Club is perhaps one of the 


most popular service events with respect to both chapter members and the children at the 


club. The event is solely sponsored and organized by the chapter, featuring a bounce 


house, inflatable obstacle course (always a big hit), a number of small games, basketball, 


and an arts and crafts station. Every volunteer runs one of the stations or games and 







distributes tickets to the children who can then redeem the tickets for prizes. This event 


has traditionally been the pledge service event but due to its popularity and the initiative 


the chapter has undergone to increase service activities it has been opened up to both 


actives and pledges.  


 


Elementary Outreach: This year the chapter put forth a significant amount of effort to 


revitalize a cornerstone service event, Elementary Outreach. An active member 


volunteered as Elementary Outreach Chair who was in charge of contacting local 


elementary school teachers at Happy Hollow Elementary and purchasing the necessary 


materials to orchestrate the event. This event typically consists of between five and seven 


active members going to the school and building small engineering projects such as 


bridges and paper-plate speakers. This project introduces students to some fun project 


that can inspire the students to find enjoyment in STEM fields. We will continue to try to 


orchestrate this event as it poses substantial benefit to those students involved.  


 


Boo at the Zoo: The local Lafayette Children’s Zoo hosts an event called Boo at the Zoo. 


This is when the zoo is filled with Halloween/Autumn decorations, games, and 


attractions. Pi Tau members volunteer for this event and help with the set up as well as 


running the event. Some students could be assisting providing drinks and snacks for 


families, running a festive game for kids, or dressing up and acting out children’s fairy 


tales during an interactive train ride that is incorporated in the zoo. This event was a huge 


success and a great time for everyone involved. Boo at the Zoo is an event that the Beta 


Chapter plans to continue throughout the coming years.  


 


Natalie’s Second Chance Animal Shelter: A new service we provided in recent years was 


to volunteer at a local animal shelter. Students visited the shelter to help clean the facility 


and dogs as well as walk the dogs for exercise. This event was very successful and as 


such we continued on to do the same event again in the spring with similar attendance 


and will continue to do more in the future.  


 


Other 


Chapter Information 


 Fall 2015 Spring 2016 Fall 2016 


President Rachel Berry Rachel Berry Santiago Espinosa 


Treasurer Rishab Mardia Brennon Bastean Stephen Dissler 


VP Actives Jennifer Boehm Camilo Schrader Camilo Schrader 


VP Pledges Santiago Espinosa Michael Laska Michael Laska 


VP IR David Capone David Capone Leo Kullman 


VP Sales Brennon Bastean Grant Flesner Bojun Song 


Secretary Michael Laska Adam Kremer Margaret Graham 


Chapter Advisor: Dr Stephen Wereley 


 


Contact Information 


Chapter website: http://www.purdue.edu/pts  


President Email: PiTauSigmaBeta@gmail.com  
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Pi Tau Sigma Annual Chapter Report 
 


2016 – 2017 
 


Purdue Beta 
 


A. Initiations 
In order to begin the selection process, students with a GPA according to the scale below 
were emailed directly by our Vice President of Pledges and approved by our faculty 
advisor to join for an informational meeting outlining requirements. 
 
Semester      GPA (Cumulative) 
  4                  3.6 
  5                  3.5 
  6                  3.4 
  7+                3.3 
 
Initiates then decided to continue in the process to becoming active members. Potential 
members were required to acquire signatures from all fellow potential members of their 
initiates class. Along with those signatures, they were required to get signatures from 
officers and chairs of the society (~40 members) in which requirements to get those 
signatures depended on the position. This allowed for members to be aware of the way 
that Pi Tau is run at Purdue. In accordance, four professors’ signatures were also required 
in order to provide the students chances to create rapports with faculty. Along with 
signatures, the initiates must conduct 5 interviews of officers and chairs of their choosing 
in order to provide further information of the leadership positions available for further 
involvement in Pi Tau. Community service represents an important part of the mission of 
the Purdue Beta chapter, and thus the initiates must also complete a service event with the 
local Lafayette community along with active members. Along with the service event, the 
initiates are also required to spend an hour each week running the local lounge that 
provides various services to the Purdue ME community. 
 
Once those requirements were completed, and the chapter makes note that the initiates 
study the history and facts of the National and local chapter of Pi Tau Sigma, the chapter 
votes to allow the initiates to join the ceremony to become official members. The 
ceremony begins by leading initiates to the room in which the official ceremony takes 
place. The room is dimly lit and potential members are allowed in one by one after 
correctly answering Pi Tau Sigma trivia. The adjusted script for the Chapter from 
Nationals is spoken and the initiates are awarded full membership along with the Brass 
Bents as a token of membership into the society. Members sign their name into the local 
chapter leger of Purdue Beta. Once completed, the newest members along with older 
active members are invited to join the celebration of the semester at our bi-annual 
banquet.  
 
The Fall Initiation occurred on December 6th, 2016 with 27 New Members initiated. 
 







The Spring Initiation occurred on April 25th, 2017 with 18 New Members initiated. 
  


B. Chapter Activities 
 
Year-long activities of the Purdue Beta Chapter include tutoring, lounge service, test file 
access, exam prep sessions, and weekly tutor nights. Every semester, members are given 
the chance to tutor in a class in which they feel comfortable teaching. The tutor list is 
given to advisors in the mechanical engineering department at Purdue to share as a 
resource to any student in mechanical engineering. Purdue Beta also provides a lounge 
service to students with discounted food options and school supplies needed for purchase 
any time during the day. The chapter also provides access to students to buy old test files 
that may be needed to assist in studying for exams. In accordance, for sophomore level 
classes, Pi Tau provides hour long review sessions for students to attend; active members 
run through old exams with students and answer any questions that students may have 
regarding material, while providing tips to succeed on the exams. Weekly tutor nights 
were also held once a week, in which active members volunteered to answer any 
questions that students may have regarding homework for classes.  
 
For the fall semester, Purdue Beta held the first annual Research Creativity Seminar. The 
event invited any students in Mechanical Engineering to join for a day of idea generation 
and learning the steps in the design process. Teaming up with a professor in Mechanical 
Engineering, students were placed in teams and created unique solutions to solve a 
research problem posed by the professor. Awards were given to the overall best design 
and honorable mentions were also given to the appropriate teams. 
 
During the fall semester, Pi Tau at Purdue helps the Mechanical Engineering department 
ballot for awarding the Sollberg Award for Teaching. Students in the Mechanical 
Engineering School vote for the professors that have had a meaningful impact on their 
learning at Purdue. The award is then presented to the professor with the most votes and 
acknowledged by the Mechanical Engineering School. Pi Tau members go to class times 
of upper level courses and explain the balloting procedure to students; furthermore, the Pi 
Tau members then collect ballots to return to the mechanical engineering school for 
counting. 
 
Each semester, Pi Tau holds the Mechanical Engineering Forum. The Forum is an event 
completely organized by the Purdue Beta Chapter to allow students to voice their 
opinions about the classes that they are taking or have taken. The mechanical engineering 
student body is surveyed before the event and a summary presentation is made. On the 
day of the event, students and faculty are invited to join in order to gain perspectives on 
the critiques that have been made by students. As such, faculty can utilize the 
constructive advice to reformat courses to help students to learn and succeed at higher 
rates.  
 
Each semester, the organization teamed up with the Boys and Girls Club of Lafayette to 
provide a carnival hosted by Pi Tau Sigma. The organization rented out inflatables and 
provided carnival games for children of the Boys and Girls Club with members 







volunteering to man the event. The event allows to keep in touch with the community and 
provides the children to enjoy a fun Friday of carnival activities and games. 
 
In regards to community service, the active members and the initiates both joined in 
during the Fall to participate in the Winterization volunteer event for the Lafayette area 
hosted by the local churches. Organizations sign up to help residents of the area whom 
require help with landscaping and simple tasks to prepare their houses for the winter 
months. Similarly, in the spring, the chapter participates in Boiler Blast, which takes the 
same premise of Winterization and allows organizations to sign up to help. 
 
Finally, in the fall semester, Purdue Beta members partner up with a local elementary 
school for outreach. The chapter held two at St. Boniface elementary school, in which 
members created a project for 4th graders to complete. By organizing such events, the 
organization hoped to spread outreach of STEM principles and allow the elementary 
students to gain interest in such fields. 








 


PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2010-2011 


Purdue Beta 


 


A. Initiations  
 


For our specific chapter, all undergraduates entering their 4th semester (2nd semester within ME 


department) with a GPA ≥ 3.6 are invited to join. Each consecutive semester the GPA requirement 


drops 0.1 till it is 3.3. From this group of students, those interested go through a pledge process 


approximately 8 weeks long. During this pledge-ship the new members will interview several active 


members, plan and execute a service project, learn important facts about Pi Tau Sigma and our 


chapter, learn names of the active members, create the questions for the ME Trivia Challenge and 


participate in social events with active members. At the end of the semester when the pledge process 


is complete there is an initiation ceremony that involves all of the officers. This ceremony instills the 


key foundations upon which Pi Tau Sigma is founded and goes into more detail about traditions and 


facts about the fraternity. Two initiations were held over the past year; both of these were at the end 


of the semester, the first in late November and the other in late April. Thirteen new members were 


initiated in November and eleven were initiated in the past April. 


 


B. Chapter Activities  
 


Beta chapter held many activities to serve the mechanical engineering department, students, and our 


community this past year. Within the mechanical engineering department, we are the liaison between 


students and faculties. We helped the department conduct the Solberg Teaching Award survey for 


outstanding professors. Two ME Forums were held by us to increase the communication between 


students and the department. On the forum students and faculties opened the floor and generated 


several excellent ideas for improving the department and the curriculum. 


 


Services to our fellow students are another focus of our chapter. Our chapter coordinated the social 


events with ASME for all engineering students, including social nights and picnics. In addition, we 


held an ME Trivia Challenge at the social, allowing students and faculty to face off in a friendly 


competitive atmosphere. Internal events such as Bowling Night are enjoyed by our chapter members. 


Besides events, our chapter maintains a long term informal lounge in the mechanical engineering 


department to sell snacks and drinks to the students. Another service of convenience we provide is 


test preparation. We sell practice exams of engineering courses to help students studying for exams. 


Our members are also active tutors in the department; one of our member held a record of tutoring 10 


hours in one week. 


 


Our members are enthusiastic and active in serving the local community. Each semester we held a 


carnival at the local Boys & Girls club and brought fun to for elementary and middle school students.  


Early in the winter our members went on a whole day trip to help seniors in the community prepare 


firewood. This spring our pledges did a service project to help seniors repairing roofs. Our 


interactions with the community do not stop here. In April a few members of us taught the 4th grade 


children at our local elementary school an engineering class. On the class they learnt how to make 


stereo speakers with paper plates and several of them were deeply appealed by underlying 


engineering principles. 







Within our chapter, the VP of Actives runs a biweekly meeting with our active chapter members. On 


the alternate weeks there is a meeting run by the President of the chapter with the elected officers to 


ensure things are running smoothly. Our chapter was also fortunate enough to send four officers to 


the National Convention in February this year at Chicago. We came back with an Outstanding 


Service Award. By communicating with the other chapters we gathered a few ideas for improving 


our chapter functionality. Finally, at the end of each semester there is a banquet at a local restaurant 


to honor the graduates that semester.  


 


C. Other  
 


Chapter Officers  


Spring 2011 


President: You Wu 


VP Actives: Joey Carr 


VP Pledges: Kyle O'Keefe 


Secretary: Janet Ferrell 


VP Sales: Andrew Lincoln 


Treasurer: Daniel Brocker 


VP IR: Fady Megalli 


 


Fall 2011 


President:  Daniel Brocker 


VP Actives:  Kyle O'Keefe 


VP Pledges:  Brian Cummiskey 


VP Sales:  Paige Scott 


VP IR:  Nadim Chakroun 


Treasurer:  Harsha Ilango 


Secretary:  Janet Ferrell 


 


Chapter website: http://www.purdue.edu/pts  


Contact email: pts@ecn.purdue.edu  


 








 


PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 


2011-2012 


Purdue Beta 


 


A. Initiations  
 


 For our specific chapter, all undergraduates entering their 4th semester (2nd semester within ME 


department) with a GPA ≥ 3.6 are invited to join. Each consecutive semester the GPA 


requirement drops 0.1 till it is 3.3. From this group of students, those interested go through a 


pledge process approximately 8 weeks long.   


 


This process begins with invitations to qualifying students to attend the pledge callout which 


usually happens the third or fourth week of the semester.  The VP of Pledges presents who and 


what we are as one of the oldest Pi Tau Sigma chapters and what will be required of the pledges 


throughout the pledging process.  Meetings for pledges are held every two weeks throughout 


most of the semester in order for pledges to get to know each other, the organization, and to keep 


up on their responsibilities.  Pledges of the Purdue Beta Chapter are required to interview at least 


5 officers and chairs within the organization and complete signature sheets that include every 


officer, chair, pledge, and a specified number of actives and professors.  These two things must 


be done before activation.  Additionally, leadership positions have been created within the 


pledge class that mimic the actual structure our chapter.  Thus, a president, treasurer, test files 


chair, service chair, and secretary were elected within each pledge class.  These positions allow 


pledges to become familiar with the leadership opportunities as they pledge the society in order 


to promote greater participation when they become actives.  The service chair, in particular, 


organizes the pledge class to complete their service or philanthropy project each semester.  For 


the fall semester, the pledge class organized and ran a carnival for the Boys and Girls Club of 


Greater Lafayette.  The spring semester class decided to participate in a campus-wide service 


project called Boilerblast aimed at meeting the needs of the community surrounding Purdue.  


Lastly, the pledges are required to take a pledge exam testing them on their knowledge of Pi Tau 


Sigma, nationally and locally.  At this point, the pledge process is completed and VP Pledges 


looks at each pledge individually using a quantitative system to see if each pledge has put forth 


an effort in throughout the pledging process.  If there are any pledges that are borderline in their 


commitment to the society, one or two officers will interview the pledge in question to verify if 


there are valid reasons for a lack of effort and to gauge whether or not he/ she really wants to be 


part of Pi Tau Sigma.  This year there were four or five pledges that were border-line in their 


effort; however, after conducting interviews of each pledge, we found that each one wanted to be 


a truly active member and we had no issues with their activation.  The reason for this is to allow 


our Pi Tau Sigma chapter to be something more than a bullet on a resume.  We want to make 


sure our actives stay engaged so that we can make a difference on our campus and even 


nationally.  Each member reflects on our organization and therefore we want each member to 


accurately reflect the heart of our chapter. The best way we found to do this is to begin with the 


pledge process, garner commitment early on, and get them engaged as soon as possible. 


 


Lastly, initiation and the banquet are held on the same night of dead week.  We initiated each 


pledge in front of all the officers and explained the basic principles of Pi Tau Sigma.  







Additionally, we give each pledge a Pi Tau Sigma polo to where to events and meetings upon 


their initiation.  Following the ceremony is our end of the semester banquet at a local restaurant 


to welcome new members and to see the graduating ones off.  This is also the time we hold 


election for the next semester of officers while we wait till the first meeting of the following 


semester to elect all chair positions.   


 
 


Fall 2011 Pledges (20)      Spring 2012 Pledges (21) 


Activated December 6
th
, 2011     Activated April 24


th
, 2012 


Andrew Yuill 


Daniel Webb 


Manoj Lokanathan 


Nate Bergman 


Yuxing Zhang 


Jason Brauer 


Ying Chen 


Jordan Metz 


Jian-Wei Khor 


Samuel Hass 


 


 


Dustin Youngs 


Mark Roberts 


Allison Graban 


Teakon Kim 


Kok Keong Khoo 


Ma Shaochen 


Oliver Hirch 


Corey Yoder 


Andrew McBain 


Alec Seng 


 


 


Ching Yang Chong 


Gaurav Dhar 


Zhi Jian Chong 


Katherine Frangos 


Wyatt Hodges 


Carlin Hormann 


Adam Lagro 


Michelle Lau 


Justina Lee 


Jili Liu 


Ben Marchi 


 


Gregory Melzak 


Christopher Mills 


Siew La Pang 


Adam Potrzebowski 


Raghav 


Ramachandran 


Bruce Schroeder 


Tanuj Siddarth 


Scott Wendholt 


Jason Wndler 


  







B. Chapter Activities  


 


Our chapter has coordinated many activities to serve the mechanical engineering department, 


students, and our community this past year.  Some of the activities have been developed over the 


years and sustained while many others have been created or greatly improved.  It is our goal as 


an organization to serve the ME department, promote academic excellence, create a community 


within ourselves for the benefit of our members and to create a fun atmosphere outside of the 


classroom for students to socialize and get to know one another.  In order to make this report as 


clear as possible and to keep each of the events from running together, each activity will be listed 


and described individually below: 


 


ME Golf Outing 


This event is always a favorite, especially of our ME 


academic advisor.  It typically happens once a year 


although that can vary based on weather and other events.  


This year it happened in the fall and we had a very good 


turnout of over 40 people.  The event is a golf scramble in 


teams of four and it is open to anyone in the ME 


department including faculty and professors.  We charge 


a small fee per person, enough to cover our cost, which 


we were able to make even smaller this year by getting sponsorship from Eli Lilly.  No one from 


Eli Lilly was able to make it this year, but in the future, we also see it as a good opportunity to 


network with a company or two by having them join us for the day. 


 


ME Picnic 


The ME Picnic is an event that PTS organizes just about every semester and it can take on a 


variety of shapes and forms.  This year we held it only in the fall and partnered with an ME relay 


event to raise money for the United Way Foundation.  Our chapter organized a cookout for the 


event and got two other ME organizations, ASME and PMEA, to help out.  We grilled hotdogs 


and hamburgers out in the engineering mall and all proceeds were donated to the United Way 


Foundation.  


 


ME Social 


During dead week of every semester, our chapter organizes a social 


for the ME department to allow students to get away from their 


studies with finals coming up to relax and socialize.  We hold this 


event at a local bar and provide food for the evening.  We invite as 


many professors as possible, and we have a trivia contests pitting 


students versus professors.  The trivia questions are generated by the 


pledge class each semester.  Additionally, our chapter buys 


commemorative pint glasses with custom artwork and offers them 


free to the first 100 students.  These have become a kind of 


collectible the past couple of years because we customize them 


every semester.  This past school year we held this event both in 


the fall and the spring.  This is one of our larger events with 


between 150 to 200 people in attendance. 







 ME Forum 


This is one of the events that we service that is very beneficial to both students and faculty.  


Dead week of every semester, we organize this event where it is an open forum between students 


and faculty to discuss questions and concerns about almost anything.  This discussion is 


facilitated by the president of our chapter and minutes are taken by the secretary.  Topics usually 


range from facilities to computer lab and networking issues to curriculum.  All of the major 


faculty members are requested to come and at a minimum we always have the head of the ME 


department, the head of the computer labs, and someone very knowledgeable with the 


curriculum along with whatever other professors can make it.  For students, it is a rare 


opportunity to have a large number of faculty of hand who can collectively address their 


questions or concerns.  On the other hand, this is very beneficial 


to for the faculty because it allows them to understand what 


students would like changed and how things are currently 


working.  Every semester, changes are made as a result of the 


forum.  The minutes are posted for the whole school to see and 


at the beginning of each forum, we address the open items 


discussed during the last forum to see if any action has taken 


place.  Lastly, we also provide pizza and drinks to promote 


attendance since it is usually held around dinner time. 


 


 


Design Creativity Seminar 


This event is a partnership with the oil service provider, Schlumberger, and it happens every fall 


semester.  The event is fully sponsored by Schlumberger; however, all of the work and 


organization lies mostly on our members.  Because of the immense amount of work to put this 


event on, we have dedicated an entire chair position, which is held for one year, in order to make 


sure this happens.  This event takes up an entire Saturday in which 20 to 25 ME students are 


transported out to a retreat center to collaborate with 4 to 5 Schlumberger engineers on a real-life 


problem that they are facing.  At the beginning of the day, the Schlumberger engineers present 


their issue, while having you sign a confidentiality agreement, and a retired Purdue professor and 


Pi Tau advisor functions as a facilitator to brainstorm creative approaches to solving the 


problem.  There is always limited space available, so it is offered first to Pi Tau members and 


then to the rest of the ME department.  Breakfast, lunch and dinner are always included.  This 


event provides students with an invaluable experience into creative thinking and exposure to 


real-life engineering situations.  


 


 


Carnival for Boys and Girls Club 


Since service is one of the staples of our chapter, this is 


always a big event for us and also a lot of fun.  This event 


happens every semester and it is a carnival that we as a society 


put on for the Boys and Girls club of greater Lafayette.  This 


usually consists of a bounce house and a giant obstacle course 


that we rent for the day in addition to a ton of games and 


crafts that we organize.  Each Pi Tau member who comes to 


the event runs one of the carnival stations and we hand out 







tickets that the kids can redeem for prizes.  This was done both 


semesters this year as it has been done for the last several 


years; however, in the fall semester, the pledge class organized 


the whole thing as their service project.  In the spring, it was 


more of an active initiative.  Nevertheless, this event is always 


a lot of fun since it is a rarity to be around kids on a college 


campus. 


 


 


Elementary Outreach 


This service project is an opportunity for us to reach out elementary kids in the local area and get 


them interested in the sciences.  It normally consists of us doing a science project with several 5
th


 


grade classes at Happy Hollow Elementary School.  We were able to do it in the spring this year 


and it was very successful.  One of our members found a project to build really simple speakers 


using Styrofoam bowls, magnets, wire and batteries and it allowed us to teach the fundamentals 


of electricity, magnetism, and sound to the kids.  The project worked like a charm and the kids 


loved it.  They also really surprised us with their knowledge of electricity and electro-magnets in 


particular.  There were probably 12 active members who were able to go and we did the project 


with about five different classrooms at once. 


 


BoilerBlast 


This is a service opportunity that is organized by Purdue to help out with the needs of the local 


community.  This spring we were able to join as an organization, both pledges and actives, and 


help out local people who had trouble maintaining their properties themselves.  It also gave us a 


good opportunity for us to get to know each other and the pledges. 


 


National Convention 


Not much needs to be said from this other than we were able to send three members all the way 


out to California this year because we are very interested in creating a strong and homogenized 


national base for Pi Tau Sigma.  As a large and one of the oldest chapters, we feel that we have a 


lot to contribute as well as a lot to learn from the conventions.  This year we sent two senior 


members who have help shaped the society as well as one junior active that could take away 


what we learned from the convention and implement it.  If we just took senior members, much of 


the experience would be lost upon graduation.  Next year, our junior active will be able to lead 


the trip to the convention next year in Ohio. 


  


End of Semester Banquet 


At the end of every semester during dead week, we put on a banquet for both the incoming new 


members and the outgoing graduating seniors.  We either rent out a local restaurant or cater in 


food to a location on campus.  This is one of our bigger internal events as a society and is a great 


chance to get away from studying for finals and get to know other members.  We also take this 


opportunity to elect the next generation of officers to make it a smooth transition between 


semesters.  The attendance is normally over 40 


people and is always a great time.  The included 


picture was taken at the most recent spring 


banquet. 







 


Tutoring 


Tutoring is one of the major services that we offer to the ME department and has been drastically 


improved over the past school year.  Students struggling in their classes can find us through our 


website, our advisor, or flyers that we post around the school.  We have a chair that is dedicated 


to organizing this service and setting up Pi Tau members with those requesting a tutor.  We cover 


just about every subject that a ME would need to take and our members are becoming very good 


tutors while it gives us a chance to refresh old material.  During each semester, we had a well-


respected professor come and give us tips on how to be more effective tutors.  This service is 


well organized with many of our members putting in several hours a week. 


 


Senior Composite 


This is a small but important service that we provide to the ME department 


and graduating seniors.  A Pi Tau member each semester organizes each 


graduating senior to get his composite picture taken over a set of day and 


in turn, he produces the composite of the entire graduating class for the 


ME department for that semester.  The included composite is the most 


recent composite of this past spring. 


 


 


Lounge Sales 


Our chapter has generously been given a large spacious 


kitchen/ lounge area.  This facility is new to us this year and it 


serves two purposes.  The first purpose is the business side to 


our society.  We do a lot of different events and activities 


throughout the year and in order to do that we spend a lot of 


money.  In order to help offset these costs, we run a snack and 


candy sales out of this lounge, six or so hours a day and five 


days a week.  We have enough members so that each member 


only has to take a one hour shift to fully staff the lounge.  The second purpose to our lounge/ 


kitchen is publicity.  We put up tons of posters and flyers in our lounge and we also have 


companies come join us.  For instance, in the fall, BP joined us by providing free pizza, subs, 


pasta and drinks in the lounge while they were given a chance to promote themselves and 


interact with students through our space. 


 


Test Files 


This is the other business side to our society that also acts as a service to 


ME students.  Each member that joins our chapter is required to submit at 


least one test for which he/ she scored over 90 on, while many members 


give almost all their tests to us.  Over time we have collected, organized 


and archived these tests and we now sell them to students who are looking 


for practice tests to help them study for upcoming exams.  This is an 


excellent resource for students because many times professors do not give 


enough material to practice with and it is practice that makes perfect.  We 


have tests from just about every subject imaginable with the ME 


department and also many outside of it and we sell each test for only 75 







cents.  This service provides us with hundreds of dollars a week and is a significant contributor 


to our funding.  The office that we know have for this is new this past year and much effort has 


gone into making it extremely organized for future use.  Additionally, we were able to secure 


funding from BP to sponsor us a computer in the office so that our members can work and get 


online in during the hours they work. 


 


 


Solberg Teaching Award 


Last, but not least is the Solberg teaching award.  This is a teaching award given to an 


outstanding ME professor and chosen by popular choice.  Pi Tau members are responsible for 


conducting the ballots in each classroom and gathering the results.  This occurs once a year and 


would not happen without our chapters help. 


 


 


That concludes the breakdown of all of our chapter’s major events for this past year.  In addition 


to these, we hold biweekly officer and member meetings.  Officer meetings are designed to make 


sure that everything above is getting done and that everyone is doing their job.  The president 


runs this meeting and sees to it that the organization is running effectively as a whole.  The 


member meetings are held on off weeks from the officers meeting and they are run by the VP of 


Actives.  The purpose of these meetings is to convey important information about what is 


happening when and to gather volunteers for certain events as well as an opportunity for our 


members to get to know one another and build a community.  That is why we typically order 


pizza for each meeting.  This creates more of a social atmosphere and it gets more people to 


come and be involved.  Additionally, this past semester, we begin tracking the performance of 


individual actives by keeping track of their attendance, mandating everyone do a service project, 


and requiring the hour or two of lounge or office sales each week.  This past semester, we have 


seen a significant increase in active participation with all aspects of our society.  We know have 


almost 60 active members, all of which are well documented. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







C. Other  


 


Organization is key to our success as a large chapter with almost 60 actives.  This past year we 


have taken great lengths to ensure that we stay organized and remain efficient.  This process 


began with the officers.  Because we have 7 officers and 15 distinct chair positions, we needed a 


better structure to ensure that all positions were held accountable to their roles.  That is why we 


implemented an organization structure that is shown below.  This allowed the president to look 


after each of the officers while each of the officers had chair positions under themselves to 


oversee.  While this is by no means a new idea, it was desperately needed for a society our size 


and it proved itself very helpful for purposes. 


The next step taken to continue to organize our society was to better document each of our 


members and collect demographics for promotional purposes.  Over the course of this past year, 


a variety of information from year, age, gender, nationality, GPA, emails and phone numbers 


were collected from each active member and in addition to that, we kept tabs on the involvement 


of every member from meeting attendance to service project fulfillment.  We also put together a 


directory of all PTS members that we made available to everybody.  All of these measures 


helped us to run more smoothly as an organization this year.  We can now use this information to 


help market our society to companies and help our members find jobs.  For instance, our 


society’s average GPA is approximately 3.7, which is well above the rest of the school average.   


 


 


 


 


 







Officer Information 


 Fall 2011 Spring 2012 Fall 2012 


President Daniel Brocker Daniel Brocker Nate Bergman 


Treasurer Harsha Ilango Harsha Ilango Dusty Youngs 


VP Actives Kyle O’Keefe Kyle O’Keefe Allison Graban 


VP Pledges Brian Cummiskey Allison Graban Matt Brauer 


VP IR Nadim Chakroun Trey Angus Adam Potzebowski 


VP Sales Paige Scott Laura Chemler Ryan Clark 


Secretary Janet Ferrell Nate Bergman Laurel Peterson 


 


Chapter Advisor 


Dr. Steven Wereley 


Contact Information  


Chapter Website:  http://www.purdue.edu/pts  


President Email:   nbergma@purdue.edu 








 
 


PI TAU SIGMA ANNUAL CHAPTER REPORT 
2012-2013 


Purdue Beta 
Initiations 
 


Undergraduates entering their fourth semester at the university, or second 
semester within the school of mechanical engineering with a GPA of 3.6 or greater are 
invited to undergo the chapter pledge process. This GPA requirement is decreased by one 
tenth of a point for every additional semester the potential member has been in the school 
of mechanical engineering. A minimum GPA of 3.3 is required for eligibility to enter the 
pledge process for students with senior standings.  


The pledge process begins with invitations being sent to those eligible students to 
attend the pledge callout, which traditionally occurs within the first month of every 
semester. The Vice President of Pledges presents to those eligible the perks of 
membership, requirements for membership, the necessities for completion of the pledge 
process, and briefly describes the basics of the Purdue Beta chapter. Near the conclusion 
of the callout the current executive board is introduced and the floor is opened for any 
questions potential pledges may have concerning the organization. At the conclusion of 
the callout attendance is taken of those interested in undergoing the pledge process.  


Once those interested in joining the organization have been identified they are 
required to attend biweekly pledge meetings held throughout the semester. The objectives 
of these meetings include pledge bonding, education regarding Pi Tau Sigma, and 
identification of pledge responsibilities. These responsibilities include, but are not limited 
to, organization of a pledge service event, establishment of leadership roles within the 
pledge class, aid in operation of a chapter-run lounge, donation of acceptable tests to a 
test bank, and familiarization with the chapter officers, chair, and active members. The 
pledge leadership roles include positions of President, Treasurer, Test Files Chair, 
Service Chair, and Secretary. These positions are intended to mimic the corresponding 
active positions in the organization and aid in identifying involved individuals.  


One of these developmental positions in particular is viewed as a recruitment tool 
for leadership within the active division of the chapter, this being the pledge service 
chair. Traditionally this position allows a pledge to organize and direct the pledge service 
project with the help of the VP Pledges and other active members. During both the Fall 
2012 and Spring 2013 semesters this pledge has organized a PTS sponsored after school 
carnival at the local Boys and Girls Club. This event is explained in more detail below. 
However, during the Spring 2013 Semester is was decided that pledges should have 
access to active service events as well as the carnival, so many of the service events 
throughout the semester were attended both pledging and active members. The intention 
of this initiative was to induce interaction between pledges and active members, with the 
ultimate goal of building both social and professional relationships. 


Prior to pledge initiation, pledges are required to interview at least five officers or 
chairs and complete signature sheets that include every officer, chair, pledge, and a 
defined number of active members and professors. The pledge process culminates in a 
pledge exam, testing the potential members in areas such as Pi Tau Sigma facts, both on 







the national and chapter levels, general engineering knowledge, and familiarization with 
the name sheets. These exams are then graded by the VP pledges who presents to the 
executive board a list of those members he or she has seen fit to join the organization 
based upon test performance and attendance based criteria. 


Those pledges that have proven their dedication to the organization by performing 
at a high level in all criteria for active membership are initiated into the organization 
during the final week of the academic year. Initiation takes place in front of the entire 
executive board who describe the basic principles of Pi Tau Sigma to the newly inducted 
pledge class. It is at this point in time that the pledge class signs their names into the 
chapter membership log book and pledges make the transition to active members. The 
initiation is concluded and all active members are assembled at an end of year banquet to 
discuss the semester’s activities and select officers for the upcoming semester. 
 
 
Fall 2012 Pledges (13 total)    
Activated December 5th, 2012  
 


 
Spring 2013 Pledges (18 total) 
Activated April 23rd, 2013 
 


 
Chapter Activities 
ME Golf Outing Spring 2013: The ME Golf Outing provides the opportunity for ME 
undergrads, faculty, and industry representatives to interact, network, and enjoy a day on 
one of the local golf courses in the greater Lafayette community. Unfortunately this year 
no industry reps were present, although BP did express interest in sponsoring this event 
in the future. This event typically happens once a year pending weather and other 
conflicting events. Due to weather conflicts in the fall semester, the outing occurred in 
the spring. Attendance was approximately 25, making up approximately 6 teams. A small 
fee is charged per person so as to recoup any costs incurred by the chapter.  
 
ME Indoor Picnic BP: The ME Picnic was held 
indoors in the fall semester due to poor weather 
but proved to be a very popular event. The 
cornerstone of this event was the presence of an 
industry representative and Purdue PTS alumnus 
from BP. BP provided information on 
employment and a catered lunch for the event. 
Although historically the event has been 
sponsored by multiple organizations within ME, 
this year PTS took on sole sponsorship. 
Throughout the day, at least two representatives from PTS helped the BP rep in 
distributing recruitment material and serving lunch. Attendance varied throughout the day 
but usually ranged between about 30 and 40 students, with a peek of about 60 near 
lunchtime.  
 
GE Day in the Lounge: Similar to the BP ME Picnic, the GE Day in the Lounge was an 
industry-sponsored event with an emphasis on recruitment cosponsored and organized by 
the chapter. This event consisted of two representatives from GE, one of whom who is 
the lead recruiter at Purdue, providing funding and supplies for the days activities. The 







representatives offered advice on successful interviewing, creating attractive resumes, 
and general advice valuable to any ME undergrad. This event provided complimentary 
coffee and donuts to students within the ME community at Purdue. Between two and 
three PTS members volunteered throughout the morning to aid in donut distribution and 
keeping the coffee pots full.  
 
ME Social: The ME social is traditionally a biannual event, occurring during the final 
week of every semester. However in the fall semester an additional mid-semester social 
was organized due to the events popularity. The event allows students a break from 
studying and an opportunity to unwind and socialize with fellow ME’s and faculty 
members. This event takes place at a local bar and the chapter provides food to those in 
attendance. Additionally commemorative pint glasses are distributed to the first hundred 
in attendance. PTS members invite as many professors as possible to this event, with 
attendance this year being between three and five in the fall and spring semesters. A 
faculty versus student trivia game is the main event while at the bar, with questions being 
generated either by the pledge class or the Social Chair. This event is traditionally one of 
the largest the chapter organizes, with attendance between 150 and 200 people during the 
dead week socials. The mid-semester social had lower attendance and thus has been 
discontinued in upcoming semesters.  
 
ME Forum: This is arguably one of the most beneficial events that this chapter organizes 
when it comes to improving the greater ME community. This event traditionally occurs 
during the final academic week of every semester and consists of an open forum between 
students and faculty with discussion mediated by the PTS president and recorded by the 
secretary. For students, it is an opportunity to have a large number of faculty on hand 
who can collectively address their questions or concerns. This event is beneficial for the 
faculty because it allows them to understand what students would like changed. The 
secretary’s notes are distributed to the entire ME community at the conclusion of the 
forum so those not in attendance can familiarize themselves with relevant issues. Talking 
points are gathered by implementing school wide polls in the week prior to the event. 
Examples of issues raised in the past include but are not limited to course sequencing and 
organization of the ME plan of study, class scheduling, academic honesty policies, 
facility access, implementation of online classes, out of classroom educational resources 
(use of blogs, lectures uploaded to the internet, and chat rooms for virtual TA office 
hours), and many more. Faculty members present include the department head, the head 
of all the computer labs, the head of undergrad studies within course coordinators, any 
additional professors, and ME facilities employees are always appreciated. The chapter 
provides refreshments to encourage attendance.  
 







Design Creativity Seminar Fall 2012: The chapter holds a daylong event at an off 
campus retreat center in the fall of every year with Schlumberger called the Design 
Creativity Seminar. This event is open first come first serve to anywhere between 20 to 
25 mechanical engineering students. This is a very unique event in which a professor 
emeritus within the school of mechanical 
engineering returns with any number of 
Schlumberger representatives, historically 
between three and five. The main activity for 
the daylong event is a design project. The 
goal of this project is to attempt to inspire 
creativity and emphasize the notion that in 
many real world engineering problems there 
are usually many “correct” solutions and to 
arrive at the best solution nontraditional 
thought processes may be required. 
Schlumberger will cover all costs incurred such as reserving the retreat center, meals for 
breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and the purchase of creativity related supplies.  
 
Elementary Outreach Spring 2013: This spring the chapter put forth a significant amount 
of effort to revitalize a cornerstone service event, the Elementary Outreach. Two active 
members volunteered as Elementary Outreach Chairs, in charge of contacting local 
elementary school teachers at Happy Hollow 
Elementary and purchasing the necessary 
materials to orchestrate the event. This event 
consisted of between five and seven active 
members going to the school and building 
paper plate speakers with the students. The 
necessary materials for the project consisted 
of Styrofoam plates, magnet wire, magnets, 
glue, and paper. This project introduces 
students to the fundamentals of electricity, 
magnetism, and sound to the students. Due to the success and popularity of this event 
with all involved (students, teachers, and active members) the chapter conducted this 
service event three times throughout the spring semester. Two different classes were 
instructed during each visit.  
 
PTS Tutors: Another unique opportunity that is offered to active members of the Purdue 
chapter is to tutor struggling students in the ME student body. A Tutoring Chair is tasked 
with managing requests submitted through the chapter website and matching students 
with active member tutors. Active members are selected to tutor students based upon 
their performance in the respective classes and areas in which they show an interest. 
Throughout the past semester the number of tutors within the organization has been 
around twenty students with many of those tutoring in multiple classes.  
 
PTS Sponsored Review Sessions: Beginning in the fall of 2012, the chapter began 
sponsoring review sessions for introductory mechanical engineering classes such as 







thermodynamics, statics and dynamics open to all students enrolled in these classes, and 
in general the ME community. Many of the chapter’s members are teaching assistants or 
graders for these classes and thus are well qualified to hold these review sessions. The 
materials covered in these sessions are past exams that our members completed when 
they themselves took these same classes in past semesters. They review sessions been 
very successful as a form of increasing awareness of our organization, its presence in the 
ME community, and providing a pro bono service for younger students 
 
Industry Information Sessions: During the fall semester the chapter hosted a few special 
speakers at our actives meetings. These speakers were company representatives from 
Micron Technologies and Honeywell Aerospace looking specifically to recruit Pi Tau 
members. These events are relatively simple and usually require the chapter to simply 
reserve a location and publicize the event for the company, which in many cases supplies 
refreshments and promotional items. The presence of these speakers has been part of an 
effort to increase the benefits of being a Pi Tau member at Purdue. These information 
sessions are in addition to the other aforementioned events with BP, GE, and 
Schlumberger. Ultimately the chapter would like to serve as an intermediary, connecting 
the highest achieving mechanical engineers at Purdue with the most highly sought after 
positions in industry.    
 
National Convention OSU: In an effort to 
solidify the chapter’s standing at the national 
level and educate as many non-graduating 
members in the goings on of the Pi Tau Sigma 
national organization the largest delegation of 
active members from Purdue ever attended 
the PTS National Conference at Ohio State 
University early in the Spring semester. In 
order to encourage participation and foster 
interest in PTS nearly all costs for the trip 
were covered by the organization, thus this event consumed a large portion of the annual 
budget. Additionally this large delegation was made possible by the proximity of OSU to 
Purdue. The active delegation consisted of nine students, of which six were non-
graduating. This event has proven to be hugely valuable to the chapter as those non-
graduating members in attendance have gained valuable insight into the national 
organization and been inspired by the activities and events conducted by other chapters. 
Hopefully, the success of this past years trip to OSU will set an example for future 
Purdue delegations.  
 
Compilation of Senior Composite: A small but critical 
service that our chapter provides for the ME community is 
the compilation of the senior composite photo. Every 
semester a Pi Tau member, the Composite Chair, works with 
various staff members to organize a timetable for graduating 
seniors to have their photos taken. These photos are then sent 
to the Composite Chair where they are post-processed and 







imported into the final composite template. In the fall semester of this past academic year 
this process was streamlined with the creation of a program for automatically cropping 
images and importing them into the composite thanks to a computer savvy active 
member.  
 
Resume Book: The fall of 2013 semester was also the first time the chapter has created a 
resume book. Of the active members about 60% chose to submit their resumes to be 
publicized in this document. Once submitted about half of those in the book received 
interest from industry. Interest is defined as an effort to reach out to our members via 
email or phone on the part of interested companies. In the spring semester another edition 
of the resume book was created including new active members and updated resumes. In 
the future this resume book may be touted as another valuable incentive to encourage 
participation within the chapter.  
 
Establishment of Annual Alumni Newsletter: The spring of 2013 marked the first 
installment of the Purdue Beta Pi Tau Sigma Alumni Newsletter. The purpose of this 
publication is simply to update alumni on the goings on of the chapter, what the students 
are doing, where they are going, and hopefully encourage interaction and communication 
between current members and alumni. The reaction to this publication, distributed using 
an email mailing list was greater than expected, with many alumni replying to simply 
check in with current officers and chairs that they had once held. Additionally the 
organization benefits as this newsletter acts as a fundraising venture. This year the 
proceeds were dedicated to the restoration of the chapters bent, and resetting it on the 
main engineering mall where it belongs. This had been an ongoing project for the past 
decade and was accomplished at the closure of the spring semester. 
 
Lounge Sales: One way in which the chapter is able to provide a service to the ME 
community is by sponsoring and organizing a lounge in the mechanical engineering 
building. With the completion of a new wing of the ME building the chapter was given 
valuable space in a public kitchen area. Active members and pledges sell snacks and 
refreshments purchased with the chapter’s funds at reasonable costs to the mechanical 
engineering student body, faculty, and staff. The act of manning lounge hours is critical 
in the pledge process and remaining an active member of the chapter. In the spring 
semester funds were dedicated to the purchase of a laptop for the lounge that is used to 
track inventories, sales, time of sales, and relative popularity of items. Knowledge of 
these parameters allow for the optimization of hours worked and inventory stocked with 
respect to time throughout the semester. The lounge is the responsibility of the Lounge 
Chair who in turn reports to the Vice President of Sales. Our goal with this endeavor is to 
provide a service more than aiming for profits, so we sell all items at the lowest prices we 
can offer without taking losses.   
 
Test File Sales: In the past another cornerstone operation has been the chapter test sales 
office. Our active members are tasked with collecting and maintaining a test bank for a 
number of past exams given in core mechanical engineering courses. The Test Files 
Chair, who is responsible for ensuring adequate supplies of exams every week of the 
semester, directs this operation. Like the Lounge Chair this position reports to the Vice 







President of Sales. Additionally, similar to the lounge a desktop computer is used for 
tracking exam sales, contains a calendar of all exams in the ME department, and also 
contains many key PTS related documents. The exams in the test bank consist of tests 
that active members have taken and received a 90% or above on and in most cases have 
edited the completed test, correcting any mistakes. These corrected exams are then 
photocopied and sold to the ME undergraduate student body for the very reasonable price 
of $0.75 per exam. In the Fall 2013 semester sales reached an all time high, with this 
office selling enough exams so that every undergrad in the school of mechanical 
engineering on average purchased 2.4 exams, this comes to slightly over 3000 exams 
sold, generating over $2000 in profits for the organization. In the spring semester sales 
suffered as the test sales office began to compete with a free online test bank, ultimately 
generating slightly greater than $1000 in profits. Due to this massive decrease in profits 
the future of this endeavor is uncertain, with the most probable option being the creating 
of an online test bank that relies on heavy usage to entice online advertisements for 
revenue generation.   
 
Soldberg Teaching Award: One of the activities the chapter conducts on an annual basis 
is the polling of the student body to reward special members of the faculty with a 
teaching award. Pi Tau members are responsible for conducting the balloting in each 
upper level ME course and gathering results. The responsibility of organizing this activity 
traditionally falls on the Vice President of Actives. Only upper level mechanical 
engineers are polled to ensure that faculty teaching at all levels in the curriculum are 
considered. This occurs once a year and would not happen without the chapters help. 
 
End of Semester Banquet: At the end of every semester the chapter holds a banquet for 
both the incoming new members and the outgoing graduating seniors. The chapter either 
rents a local restaurant or has food catered to an on campus location. This is perhaps the 
biggest internal events and is a great opportunity to take a break from studying for finals 
and socialize with other members. This is also the event where the next generation of 
officers is elected in an effort to smooth transitions between semesters. The attendance is 
normally around fifty people. 
 
Pi Tau Sigma Dodgeball Team: The spring of 2013 semester saw the creation of the first 
ever Pi Tau Sigma intramural team. Intramural coed dodgeball was initially selected, but 
due to the lack of interest on behalf of many of our female members the team entered in 
the Men’s Open league. This activity actually proved to be valuable to the organization, 
strengthening relationships among those participating and helping to get members more 
involved that may not have necessarily taken that first step on their own. The team was 
also a surprise as they proved to be unexpectedly good at dodgeball, making it to the 
semifinals of the league tournament. Hopefully in the future a sport will be selected that 
will encourage female involvement as well, but considering this was the first attempt at 
involvement in intramural sports this activity was deemed a success.  
 
Officer, Active, and Pledge Meetings: In addition to the aforementioned events biweekly 
officer and member meetings are held. Officer meetings are structured to ensure that all 
activities and events are being completed and that all officers are on task. The President 







runs this meeting and sees to it that the organization is running effectively as a whole. 
The active member meetings are held on off weeks from the officers meeting and the VP 
of Actives or President runs them. The purpose of these meetings is to convey important 
information about what is happening when and to gather volunteers for certain events as 
well as an opportunity for our members to get to know one another. Pledge meetings are 
held on the same days as the officer meetings and are designed to simulate active 
membership. These meetings are run by the VP of Pledges who is often joined by the 
remainder of the executive board at the conclusion of the officers meetings. Typically 
refreshments are provided for each meeting. This creates more of a social atmosphere and 
it gets more people to come and be involved. Attendance is taken at these meetings and 
there are a minimum number of unexcused absences each member has to maintain 
membership in the chapter.  
 
Ambassadors for the School of Mechanical Engineering: A role that has been restored by 
the chapter over the past few years is that of a recruiter for the mechanical engineering 
program. In the fall of 2012 members of our chapter were present during parents day. 
This event occurs in the fall of every year when the parents of freshman students will 
come to campus. The college of engineering will set up booths with the intention of 
recruiting undecided freshman engineers, and their parents, into one of the engineering 
disciplines. The chapter’s presence at this event is critical, as it’s members were able to 
open the eyes of these young engineers and their parents to the potential gained by being 
a mechanical engineer at Purdue. Additionally active members were able to offer a 
diverse array of experiences enabling these potential future mechanical engineers to see 
where they will be in one, two, or three years time. A similar event was conducted in the 
spring of 2013, during which active members presented past senior design projects to 
admitted high school seniors.  
 
Service Events 
Further motivated by the chapter’s success at the National Convention, specifically with 
respect to the service events it participates in, organizes, and publicizes. During the 
spring semester of 2013 additional emphasis was placed on these activities. The service 
events that the chapter contributes to can fall into one of two categories; events solely 
organized by the chapter and those that the chapter volunteers to participate in but does 
not necessarily run. As one might expect both of these types of events require different 
levels of involvement with the chapter. Listed below are the various service events that 
the chapter has participated in during the 2012-2013 academic year.  
 
BoilerBlast Spring 2013: This event was the primary active service for the spring of 2013 
semester. While not organized by the chapter, it is an annual event that is always looking 
for volunteers and an opportunity for the active members to truly make a difference. 
BoilerBlast takes place in the spring of every year and is an opportunity for Purdue 
students and organizations to volunteer in the community, fulfilling the requests of local 
residents for a variety of domestic tasks such as moving, cleaning, yard work, etc. 
Officers oversee teams of active members to a location and fulfill whatever task the client 
has requested. This event occurs on one weekend day early in the semester with jobs 
varying in length from three to nearly eight hours.  







 
Science Fair Judging Wea Ridge Elementary 3rd Graders: Perhaps one of the most 
popular service events this year was volunteering to be judges in a local elementary 
school science fair. Active members volunteered time on a weekday morning to travel to 
a nearby elementary school for a few hours where the third grade class was holding a 
science fair. The PTS delegates told the students briefly about themselves and mechanical 
engineering and then listened to a series of presentations by the third grade students. At 
the conclusion of the presentations finalists were selected and presented to the entire 
class, with a 1st, 2nd and 3rd place being chosen from the finalists. Students were selected 
based upon their experimental design, emphasis on the scientific method, and critical 
thinking skills.  
 
Wabash River Enhancement: This 
opportunity arose when one of the chapter’s 
officers heard about it in a technical elective 
and should prove to be a valuable outlet for 
community service for the organization in the 
future. Much like BoilerBlast, this event is 
organizes by the Wabash River Enhancement 
Organization that holds various 
environmental projects throughout the local 
community. The specific project that the 
chapter helped to complete this semester was planting local flowers and grasses in a no-
water outdoor garden at a local children’s home. Over a thousand plants were planted in a 
matter of a few hours and it was truly rewarding to see the transformation in the 
landscape outside the home between arrival and departure.  
 
Monetary Collection for Lafayette Urban Ministries: Encouraged on by one of Purdue 
Beta’s sister chapters, Illinois Alpha, the chapter organized a can and funds drive late in 
the spring semester to benefit Lafayette Urban Ministries. The chapter publicized the can 
drive, incentivizing students to participate by rewarding donations with free test copies. 
All said, about one hundred dollars were raised to be donated to the shelter. This activity 
is representative of perhaps future service events at the national level. There is significant 
potential if these “competitive” service events could be organized among all chapters in 
the country, with special awards or recognition given to the most successful chapters at 
nationals. The results of this initial can drive were inconclusive due to different collection 
methods, so a tie was called between the two chapters.  
 
Boys and Girls Club Carnival: Now a 
tradition within the Purdue chapter, the 
Carnival sponsored by PTS at the Lafayette 
Boys and Girls Club is perhaps one of the 
most popular service events with respect to 
both chapter members and the children at the 
club. The event is solely sponsored and 
organized by the chapter, featuring a bounce 







house, inflatable obstacle course (always a big hit), a number of small games, basketball, 
and an arts and crafts station. Every volunteer runs one of the stations or games and 
distributes tickets to the children who can then redeem the tickets for prizes.  This event 
has traditionally been the pledge service event but due to its popularity and the initiative 
the chapter has undergone to increase service activities it has been opened up to both 
actives and pledges. However most of the planning is still done by the pledge class, and is 
overseen by the Vice President of Pledges.  
 
PTS Red Cross Blood Drive: This event was primary active service event for the fall of 
2012 semester. This event was organized almost entirely by that semester’s service chair 
who worked with an intern from the Red Cross. PTS responsibilities consisted of finding 
a location for the event to occur, publicizing the Blood Drive via email and flyers, 
registering donors on the day of the drive, and operating a canteen to provide donors with 
refreshments during and after the donation process. Active members worked the drive in 
hour-long shifts with a minimum of two people at the canteen and two at the donor sign 
in. This event was fairly successful given the number of blood drives that week (three in 
total with the two others earlier in the week) collecting a total of about 75 units. 
 
5k Color Run: In the spring of 2013 a group of active member expressed interest in 
participating in a Color Run to be held on campus with proceeds benefitting cancer 
research. Those participating students, both actives and pledges, paid race fees. 
Volunteering for this event was counted as a service event.  
 
Other 
 
Officer Information 
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President Nate Bergman Nate Bergman Ryan Clark 
Treasurer Dusty Youngs Aaron Melemed Wenchang Wang 
VP Actives Allie Graban Ryan Clark Laura Chemler 
VP Pledges Matt Brauer Trey Angus Andrew Yuill 
VP IR Adam Potrzebowski Paige Scott Aaron Melemed 
VP Sales Ryan Clark Anthony Capone MingMing Zhang 
Secretary Laurel Peterson Laura Chemler Andrew Schumacher 
 
Chapter Advisor 
Dr. Steven Wereley 
 
Contact Information 
Chapter Website:  http://www.purdue.edu/pts  
President Email:  rjclark@purdue.edu 
 
 
 
 
 
 








2017-2018 
Purdue Beta 
 


A. Initiations 
 
Purdue Beta initiated 18 new Pi Tau Sigma members during the fall semester on  
December 7th, 2017. In the spring, 19 new members were initiated at the initiation 
ceremony on April 26th, 2018. The road through pledging and initiation has remained an 
enjoyable and challenging process for new Pi Tau Sigma - Purdue Beta members. The 
selection process begins the first week of the semester when qualified mechanical 
engineering students are invited to attend the call out. Qualified students have met or 
exceeded the minimum grade point average requirement as defined by the top 25th 
percentile of grade point averages of students with common semester classifications. Of 
the large number of qualified students, around 10% attend the call out and around 5% 
continue on with the semester long initiation process. New members must complete a 
number of activities before they are eligible to be fully initiated. These requirements 
include 


 
● Attend Weekly Pledge Meetings:  In the weekly meetings, new initiates get to 


know one another through icebreakers and group activities including writing trivia 
questions for the end of semester mechanical engineering social (see part B, 
Chapter Activities). These meetings are also used to teach the values and symbols 
of Pi Tau Sigma such as the meaning of the symbols and colors on the key and 
crest. Additionally, active members are required to attend at least one of these 
meetings to introduce themselves to the new members.  


 
● Collect Signatures:  Initiates are required to collect the signatures of chapter 


officers and chairmen, professors and fellow initiates. This is an opportunity for 
new members to interact with active members and welcome  them to the 
organization. Some active members have requirements that the initiates must meet 
before the active member will give their signature such as show two new people 
the Pi Tau Sigma office and lounge or attend a social event. In the event that an 
initiate does not complete their signature sheet, they are required to write one 
Haiku for every signature they missed.  


 
● Interview Chapter Leaders:  The new initiates are required to interview five club 


members with leadership positions. They are encouraged to interview members 
with positions that they may be interested in filling in the future, such that the 
initiate can gain an understanding of the activities and responsibilities of the 
position. This is also a way to encourage more in depth interaction between active 
members and new members.  


 
● Community Service:  All members (initiates and active) are required to complete at 


least one hour of service each semester. All members of the initiate class 
participate in one activity together to promote bonding and relationships. This 







year initiate classes participated in winterization and springification where Purdue 
students are dispatched to local neighborhoods to help elderly  residents with yard 
work just before winter or for spring cleaning.  


 
● Attend An Actives Meeting:  Each initiate must attend at least one active member 


meeting to be eligible to participate in initiation. This is another opportunity for 
new members to meet active members and for new members to collect signatures.  


 
● Fill Pledge Class Leadership Positions (Optional):  There are three positions 


within the pledge class that must be filled by new members. These positions are 
treasurer, service chair, test files chair, and social chair. The treasurer of the class 
is responsible for collecting dues, the service chair is responsible for organizing a 
service event for all new members to attend, and the test files chair is responsible 
for collecting excellent completed exams to add to our library of exams for sale as 
study aids. These positions are intended to mimic the corresponding active chair 
positions and help identify members who may be interested in leadership in the 
future.  
 


● One Time Membership Fee:  The one time new member fee covers the cost of the 
nationals membership fee and contributes to the general club funds used to put on 
various activities for members, mechanical engineering students, and local 
community members (see part B, Chapter Activities) 


 
● Pledge Exam:  The pledge exam is  a light hearted way to test the initiates’ 


knowledge of  national Pi Tau Sigma symbols and leadership, and local chapter 
practices. The exam lasts one hour and initiates must complete the exam while 
active members provide distractions such as music, asking initiates to hold 
umbrellas while taking the exam, and asking initiates to all sit around one very 
small desk. The exams are graded as pass/fail based purely on the initiates 
attitude.  


 
● Initiation:  Initiation must be attended by all new members if they are to become 


full active members. Initiates first must complete a trust walk (eyes closed, 
holding hands) around the mechanical engineering building led by the vice 
president of pledges. The new members then do a few team building type 
activities such as alphabetizing themselves by middle name without speaking or 
naming all 50 states in order alphabetically. Finally, new members are called into 
the initiation room one by one and asked a question by the Purdue Beta Officers 
ranging from the simple (what is the flower of Pi Tau Sigma) to the ridiculous 
(estimate the airspeed of an unladen swallow) if the new member’s answer is 
satisfactory to the officers, they are allowed to enter the initiation ceremony. If 
not, they are sent out and asked another question a few minutes later. Once all 
initiates have made it to the initiation ceremony, the officers read the 
nationals-provided initiation script about the ideals of Pi Tau Sigma. The new 
members are taught the handshake of Pi Tau Sigma, then write their names and 







email addresses in the initiation book.  Afterwords, the newly initiated members 
are invited to attend the end of semester banquet where they are recognized for 
their hard work during the last semester.  


 
Upon fulfilling all of these requirements, the initiates officially become active members 
of Pi Tau Sigma.  


 
B. Chapter Activities 


 
Purdue Beta is extensively involved in the Purdue mechanical engineering department  
and the local West Lafayette community. Each chapter activity is briefly described below 
categorized as a chapter, mechanical engineering, or community event.  


 
Purdue Beta Chapter Events 
 


● Actives Meetings:  Biweekly active member meetings are held to ensure that all 
members are up to date on upcoming activities and events. The meetings also 
offer an opportunity for our members to get to know one another. Attendance is 
taken at these meetings. Three unexcused absences by a  member could result in a 
member becoming inactive with the chapter.  


 
● Industry Information Sessions : The chapter hosted a few special speakers at our 


actives meetings during the fall and spring semesters, timed with the two major 
recruiting events at Purdue. These speakers included company representatives 
from Kimberly Clark, Ford, Caterpillar and Ingersoll Rand looking specifically to 
recruit Pi Tau members. The company supplies refreshments and promotional 
items in many cases further encouraging member participation. The presence of 
these speakers has been part of an effort to increase the benefits of being a Pi Tau 
member at Purdue. Ultimately the chapter would like to serve as an intermediary, 
connecting the highest achieving mechanical engineers at Purdue with the most 
highly sought after positions in industry. 


 
● Intramural Teams : Three intramural teams were created from active members this 


year including coed sand volleyball, coed indoor volleyball, and men’s indoor 
soccer. This activity proved to be valuable to the organization, strengthening 
relationships among those participating and helping to get members more 
involved in the group. The teams proved to be overall pretty mediocre and did not 
make it far in the postseason tournament.  


 


● Pi Tau Sigma Social Events : To maintain camaraderie within the chapter, social 
events are held on a roughly biweekly basis. This year, movie nights held at the 
president’s house were a big hit. Other events such as bowling nights were also 
organized. The pledges are invited to these events in an effort to make them feel 
welcome and at home with the chapter.  







● End of Semester Banquet : At the end of every semester the chapter holds a 
banquet for all members to celebrate the end of a semester, and to recognize the 
newly initiated members and the graduating seniors. The chapter caters food from 
a local dining favorite. This is perhaps the biggest chapter event held all semester 
and is a great opportunity to take a break from studying for finals and socialize 
with other members. This is also the event where the next generation of officers is 
elected in an effort to smooth transitions between semesters. Attendance tends to 
be around 50 people.  


  
 
 
Mechanical Engineering Department Events 
 


● PTS Tutors : A unique opportunity that is offered to active members of the Purdue 
chapter is to tutor students in the ME student body. The tutoring chair was tasked 
with creating a list of available tutors and their subjects from PTS actives 
members and members of Omega (the graduate honor society). The tutoring chair 
managed requests and matched students with active member tutors. Active 
members are selected to tutor students based upon their performance in the 
respective classes. Throughout the past semester the number of tutors within the 
organization has been around twenty students with many of those tutoring in 
multiple classes. This tutoring program has been successful enough that requests 
are even received during the summer months.  


 
● PTS Sponsored Review Sessions : The chapter sponsors review sessions for 


introductory mechanical engineering classes such as thermodynamics, statics, and 
dynamics. Many of the chapter’s members are teaching assistants or graders for 
these classes and thus are well qualified to hold these review sessions. The 
materials covered in these sessions are past exams that our members completed 
when they themselves took these same classes in past semesters. The review 
sessions have been very successful as a form of increasing positive awareness of 
our organization. We tend to hold one session for each of the three mid-term 
exams in each of these classes, which can get attendance upwards of 60 students. 
The test reviewed is made available to any student who would like to have an 
additional copy for practice. 


 
● ME Forum : This is arguably one of the most beneficial events that this chapter 


organizes when it comes to improving the ME community. This event 
traditionally occurs during the final academic weeks of every semester and 
consists of an open forum between students and faculty with discussion mediated 
by the PTS president and recorded by the secretary. Talking points are gathered 
from school wide polls asking about students’ experiences in their classes and any 
suggestions they have to make things better. For students, the forum is an 
opportunity to have their question and concerns addressed by the faculty and staff 
in charge. This event is beneficial for the faculty because it allows them to 







understand what changes students would like to see in the curriculum or 
department as a whole. The secretary’s notes are distributed to the entire ME 
community after the forum so those not in attendance can familiarize themselves 
with relevant issues. Examples of issues raised during this year’s forum include 
grading schemes weighting homework, culture in the student machine shop, and 
access to online resources from class (lectures, past exams). Faculty members 
present include the department head, the head of undergrad studies, course 
coordinators,professors, and other ME staff. The chapter provides refreshments to 
encourage attendance. 


 
● Mechanical Engineering Social : The ME social is a semesterly event occurring 


during the final week of every semester. The event allows students a break from 
studying and an opportunity to unwind and socialize with fellow ME’s and faculty 
members. PTS members invite as many professors as possible to this event. This 
event takes place at a local restaurant and the chapter provides food to those in 
attendance. Additionally, commemorative pint glasses are distributed to the first 
hundred students/faculty in attendance. A pub style trivia game is the main event 
while at the bar, with questions being generated by the semester’s pledge class 
with the help of the social chair. This event is traditionally one of the largest the 
chapter organizes, with attendance between 50 and 100 people. 


  
● Lounge Sales : One way in which the chapter is able to provide a service to the 


ME community is by sponsoring and organizing a lounge in the mechanical 
engineering building. Active members and pledges sell snacks and refreshments 
purchased with the chapter’s funds at reasonable costs to the mechanical 
engineering student body, faculty, and staff. The act of manning lounge hours is 
critical in the pledge process and remaining an active member of the chapter. The 
lounge is the responsibility of the Lounge Chair who in turn reports to the Vice 
President of Sales. Our goal with this endeavor is to provide a service more than 
aiming for profits, so we sell all items at the lowest prices we can offer without 
taking losses. The lounge is continually improved by adding new snacks to the 
menu and removing the rarely purchased items.  


  
● Test File Sales : In the past another cornerstone operation has been the chapter test 


sales office. Our active members are tasked with contributing to a test bank of 
core course exams and quizzes that active members have taken and received a 
90% or above on and corrected their mistakes. Historically this has been an 
excellent resource for mechanical engineering students and a source of income for 
the chapter, however with the internet making everything more accessible, sales 
have significantly dropped during the last few semesters. The test files chair who 
used to be responsible for ensuring exams were in stock began the process of 
digitizing all of the exams in the test files bank last year. The goal is to in the 
future sell access to all digitized exams for a one time reasonable price to 
hopefully compete with the free resources that can be found online.  


 







● Research Creativity Seminar:  The chapter held a daylong event with an ME 
research professor to stimulate students to think creatively within the context of 
research. This event was open first come first serve to anywhere between 20 to 25 
engineering students. In the past this was an event for only mechanical engineers, 
however with the buy-in of the dean of engineering we were able to expand the 
seminar to include electrical engineers as well. The main activity for the daylong 
event was developing innovative solutions for delivering clean drinking water to 
inaccessible areas during droughts. The goal of this event is to inspire creativity 
and emphasize the notion that in many real world engineering problems there are 
many “correct” solutions and to arrive at the best solution nontraditional thought 
processes may be required. This event has been gaining traction with the school of 
engineering as a whole and is projected to be larger in the future.  


  
● Compilation of Senior Composite Photo : A small but critical service that our 


chapter provides for the ME community is the compilation of the senior 
composite photo. Every semester a Pi Tau member, the composite chair, works 
with various staff members to organize a timetable for graduating seniors to have 
their photos taken. These photos are then sent to the composite chair where they 
are postprocessed and imported into the final composite template. 


 
● Solberg Teaching Award : One of the activities the chapter conducts on an annual 


basis is the polling of the student body to reward special members of the faculty 
with a teaching award. Pi Tau members are responsible for conducting the 
balloting in each upper level ME course and gathering results. The responsibility 
of organizing this activity traditionally falls on the VP of Actives. Only upper 
level mechanical engineers are polled to ensure that faculty teaching at all levels 
in the curriculum are considered. This occurs once a year and would not happen 
without the chapters help. 


 
Community Events 


  
● BoilerBlast:  This is a semesterly that is always looking for volunteers and an 


opportunity for pledging and active members to truly make a difference. 
BoilerBlast takes place in the late fall and spring of each year and dispatches 
organizations to volunteer in the community, fulfilling the requests of local 
residents for a variety of domestic tasks such as moving, cleaning, yard work, etc. 
This event occurs on one weekend day late in the semester with jobs varying in 
length from three to nearly six hours. This is traditionally the service event that all 
pledges participate in.  


  
● Boys and Girls Club Carnival : A long-standing tradition within the Purdue 


chapter, the Carnival sponsored by PTS at the Lafayette Boys and Girls Club is 
perhaps one of the most popular service events for both chapter members and the 
children at the club. The event is solely sponsored and organized by the chapter, 
featuring a bounce house, inflatable obstacle course (always a big hit), a number 







of small carnival games and basketball. Every volunteer runs one of the stations 
or games and  distributes tickets to the children who can then redeem the tickets 
for prizes and candy.  


  
● Elementary Outreach : Two service events were held at elementary schools during 


the last academic year. The goal of these events was to collaborate with a local 
teacher and give the kids a hands on experience with science and engineering. The 
elementary outreach chair was responsible for contacting local elementary school 
teachers, organizing the activity, and purchasing the necessary materials to 
orchestrate the event. This year the events were creating popsicle catapults and a 
rudimentary speaker using paper plates. This event typically consists of between 
five and seven active members going to the school to introduce students to some 
fun projects that can inspire the students to find enjoyment in STEM fields. 


 
C. Other 


 
Chapter Information  


  Fall 2017 Spring 2018 Fall 2018 


President Margaret Graham Margaret Graham  Kaan Ardic 


Treasurer Conner Lawrence Leo Kullman  Leo Kullman 


VP Actives Jack Kurfman Kaan Ardic Sam Meyers 


VP Pledges Karina Bjorklund Yash Vedanaparti Jamie Macklem 


VP IR Joseph Chamberlain Joseph Chamberlain Joe Chamberlin 


VP Sales Will Senior Monica Caito Jerry Wang 


Secretary Kann Ardic Maia Wehling Romir Agarwal 


Chapter Advisor: Dr. Stephen Wereley 
  
Contact Information 
Chapter website: http://www.purdue.edu/pts 
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2018-2019 


Purdue Beta 


 


A. Initiations 


  


 Purdue Beta initiated 21 new Pi Tau Sigma members during the fall semester on  


December 4th, 2018. In the spring, 12 new members were initiated at the initiation 


ceremony on April 23rd, 2019. The road through pledging and initiation has remained an 


enjoyable and challenging process for new Pi Tau Sigma - Purdue Beta members. The 


selection process begins the first week of the semester when qualified mechanical 


engineering students are invited to attend the call out. Qualified students have met or 


exceeded the minimum grade point average requirement as defined by the top 25th 


percentile of grade point averages of students with common semester classifications. Of 


the large number of qualified students, around 10% attend the call out and around 5% 


continue on with the semester long initiation process. New members must complete a 


number of activities before they are eligible to be fully initiated. These requirements 


include 


 


● Attend Weekly Pledge Meetings: In the weekly meetings, new initiates get to 


know one another through icebreakers and group activities including writing trivia 


questions for the end of semester Mechanical Engineering Social (see part B, 


Chapter Activities). These meetings are also used to teach the values and symbols 


of Pi Tau Sigma, such as the meaning of the symbols and colors on the key and 


crest. Additionally, active members are required to attend at least one of these 


meetings to introduce themselves to the new members.  


 


● Collect Signatures: Initiates are required to collect the signatures of chapter 


officers and chairmen, professors, and fellow initiates. This is an opportunity for 


new members to interact with active members and welcome them to the 


organization. Some active members have requirements that the initiates must meet 


before the active member will give their signature such as show two new people 


the Pi Tau Sigma office and lounge or attend a social event. In the event that an 


initiate does not complete their signature sheet, they are required to write a Haiku 


for every signature they missed, which they present at the end of the semester 


Banquet.  


 


● Interview Chapter Leaders: The new initiates are required to interview five club 


members with leadership positions. They are encouraged to interview members 


with positions that they may be interested in filling in the future, such that the 


initiate can gain an understanding of the activities and responsibilities of the 


position. This is also a way to encourage more in depth interaction between active 


members and new members.  


 


● Community Service: All members (initiates and active) are required to complete at 


least two hours of service each semester. All members of the initiate class 


participate in one activity together to promote bonding and relationships. This 







year initiate classes participated in Winterization and Boiler Blast (formerly 


Springification) where Purdue students are dispatched to local neighborhoods to 


help elderly residents with yard work just before winter or for spring cleaning.  


 


● Attend An Actives Meeting: Each initiate must attend at least one active members’ 


meeting to be eligible to participate in initiation. This is another opportunity for 


new members to meet active members and for new members to collect signatures.  


 


● Fill Pledge Class Leadership Positions (Optional): There are four positions 


within the pledge class that must be filled by new members. These positions are 


treasurer, service chair, test files chair, and social chair. The treasurer of the class 


is responsible for collecting dues, the service chair is responsible for organizing a 


service event for all new members to attend, the test files chair is responsible for 


collecting personal study guides for exams to add to our new library of study 


guides for sale as study aids, and the social chair is responsible for organizing 


service events for the pledge class. These positions are intended to mimic the 


corresponding active chair positions and help identify members who may be 


interested in leadership in the future.  


 


● One Time Membership Fee: The one time new member fee covers the cost of the 


nationals membership fee and PTS polos. It also contributes to the general club 


funds used to put on various activities for members, mechanical engineering 


students, and local community members (see part B, Chapter Activities) 


 


● Pledge Exam: The pledge exam is a light hearted way to test the initiates’ 


knowledge of  national Pi Tau Sigma symbols and leadership, and local chapter 


practices. The exam lasts one hour and initiates must complete the exam while 


active members provide distractions such as music, asking initiates to hold 


umbrellas while taking the exam, asking initiates to all sit around one very small 


desk, etc. Nothing that can be considered hazing is done during the exam. The 


exams are graded as pass/fail based purely on the initiates attitude.  


 


● Initiation: Initiation must be attended by all new members if they are to become 


full active members. Initiates first must complete a trust walk (eyes closed, 


holding hands) around the mechanical engineering building led by the Vice 


President of Pledges. The new members then do a few team building type 


activities such as alphabetizing themselves by last name without speaking or 


naming all 50 states in order alphabetically. Finally, new members are called into 


the initiation room one by one and asked a question by the Purdue Beta Officers 


ranging from the simple (what is the flower of Pi Tau Sigma) to the ridiculous 


(estimate the airspeed of an unladen swallow) if the new member’s answer is 


satisfactory to the officers, they are allowed to enter the initiation ceremony. If 


not, they are sent out and asked another question a few minutes later. Once all 


initiates have made it to the initiation ceremony, the officers read the nationals-


provided initiation script about the ideals of Pi Tau Sigma. The new members are 


taught the handshake of Pi Tau Sigma, then write their names and email addresses 







in the initiation book.  Afterwords, the newly initiated members are invited to 


attend the end of semester banquet where they are recognized for their hard work 


during the last semester.  


 


Upon fulfilling all of these requirements, the initiates officially become active members 


of Pi Tau Sigma.  


 


B. Chapter Activities 


 


Purdue Beta is extensively involved in the Purdue Mechanical Engineering department  


and the local West Lafayette community. Each chapter activity is briefly described below 


categorized as a chapter, mechanical engineering, or community event.  


 


Purdue Beta Chapter Events 


 


● Actives Meetings: Biweekly active member meetings are held to ensure that all 


members are up to date on upcoming activities and events. The meetings also 


offer an opportunity for our members to get to know one another. Attendance is 


taken at these meetings. Three unexcused absences by a member could result in a 


member becoming inactive with the chapter.  


 


● Industry Information Sessions: The chapter hosted a few special speakers at our 


actives meetings during the fall and spring semesters, timed with the two major 


recruiting events at Purdue. These speakers included company representatives 


from Cummins, GE, Exxon Mobil, and Eastman looking specifically to recruit Pi 


Tau members. The company supplies refreshments and promotional items in 


many cases to further encourage member participation. The presence of these 


speakers has been part of an effort to increase the benefits of being a Pi Tau 


member at Purdue. Ultimately, the chapter would like to serve as an intermediary, 


connecting the highest achieving mechanical engineers at Purdue with the most 


highly sought after positions in industry. 


 


● Intramural Teams: Five intramural teams were created from active members this 


year including sand volleyball, ultimate frisbee, basketball, dodgeball, and indoor 


soccer. This activity proved to be valuable to the organization, strengthening 


relationships among those participating and helping to get members more 


involved in the group. The dodgeball team achieved 3rd place, which is the best 


placement, Pi Tau has earned in recent years. 
 


● Pi Tau Sigma Social Events: To maintain camaraderie within the chapter, social 


events are held on a roughly monthly basis. This year our events included bowling 


nights, Game of Thrones watch parties, a trip to Turkey Run State Park, and video 


game tournaments. This year two new events were also created in collaboration 


with other engineering organizations: an Engineering Barn Dance in the fall and 


an Engineering Formal in the spring. The pledges are invited to these events in an 


effort to make them feel welcome and at home with the chapter.  


 







● End of Semester Banquet: At the end of every semester the chapter holds a 


banquet for all members to celebrate the end of a semester and to recognize the 


newly initiated members and the graduating seniors. The chapter caters food from 


a local dining favorite. This is perhaps the biggest chapter event held all semester 


and is a great opportunity to take a break from studying for finals and socialize 


with other members. This is also the event where the next generation of officers is 


elected in an effort to smoothen transitions between semesters. Attendance tends 


to be around 50 people.  


 


 


Mechanical Engineering Department Events 


 


● PTS Tutors: A unique opportunity that is offered to active members of the Purdue 


chapter is to tutor students in the ME student body. The tutoring chair was tasked 


with creating a list of available tutors and their subjects from PTS actives 


members and members of Omega (the graduate honor society). The tutoring chair 


managed requests and matched students with active member tutors. Active 


members are selected to tutor students based upon their performance in the 


respective classes. Throughout the past semester the number of tutors within the 


organization has been around twenty students with many of those tutoring in 


multiple classes. This tutoring program has been successful enough that requests 


are even received during the summer months.  


 


● PTS Sponsored Review Sessions: The chapter sponsors review sessions for 


introductory mechanical engineering classes such as thermodynamics, statics, and 


dynamics. Many of the chapter’s members are teaching assistants or graders for 


these classes and thus are well qualified to hold these review sessions. The 


materials covered in these sessions are past exams that our members completed 


when they themselves took these same classes in past semesters. The review 


sessions have been very successful as a form of increasing positive awareness of 


our organization. We tend to hold one session for one of the three mid-term 


exams in each of these classes, which can get attendance upwards of 50 students. 


The test reviewed is made available to any student who would like to have an 


additional copy for practice. 


 


● ME Forum: This is arguably one of the most beneficial events that this chapter 


organizes when it comes to improving the ME community. This event 


traditionally occurs during the middle of every semester and consists of an open 


forum between students and faculty with discussion mediated by the PTS 


president and recorded by the secretary. Talking points are gathered from school 


wide polls asking about students’ experiences in their classes and any suggestions 


they have to make things better. For students, the forum is an opportunity to have 


their question and concerns addressed by the faculty and staff in charge. This 


event is beneficial for the faculty because it allows them to understand what 


changes students would like to see in the curriculum or department as a whole. 


The secretary’s notes are distributed to the entire ME community after the forum 







so those not in attendance can familiarize themselves with relevant issues. 


Examples of issues raised during this year’s forum include timely grading, more 


feedback for incorrect answers, easier access to online resources from class 


(lectures, past exams), and more power strips in certain areas of the ME building. 


Faculty members present include the department head, the head of undergrad 


studies, course coordinators, professors, and other ME staff. The chapter provides 


refreshments to encourage attendance. 


 


● Mechanical Engineering Social: The ME social is a semesterly event occurring 


during the final week of every semester. The event allows students a break from 


studying and an opportunity to unwind and socialize with fellow ME’s. This event 


takes place at a local restaurant and the chapter provides food to those in 


attendance. This semester, it was held at Buffalo Wild Wings, where over 300 


wings were served. Additionally, commemorative pint glasses are distributed to 


the first eighty students in attendance. A pub style trivia game is the main event 


while at the bar, with questions being generated by the semester’s pledge class 


with the help of the social chair. This event is traditionally one of the largest the 


chapter organizes, with attendance between 75 and 100 people. 


  


● Lounge Sales: One way in which the chapter is able to provide a service to the 


ME community is by sponsoring and organizing a lounge in the mechanical 


engineering building. Active members and pledges sell common snacks and sodas 


found in vending machines purchased with the chapter’s funds at reasonable costs 


to the mechanical engineering student body, faculty, and staff. The act of manning 


lounge hours is critical in the pledge process and remaining an active member of 


the chapter. The lounge is the responsibility of the Lounge Chair who in turn 


reports to the Vice President of Sales. Our goal with this endeavor is to provide a 


service more than aiming for profits, so we sell all items at the lowest prices we 


can offer without taking losses. The lounge is continually improved by adding 


new snacks to the menu and removing the rarely purchased items. We also started 


selling stationaries as ME students often find themselves needing more 


engineering paper.  


  


● Test File Sales: In the past another cornerstone operation has been the chapter test 


sales office. Our active members were tasked with contributing to a test bank of 


core course exams and quizzes that active members have taken and received a 


90% or above on and corrected their mistakes. Historically this has been an 


excellent resource for mechanical engineering students and a source of income for 


the chapter, however with the internet making everything more accessible, sales 


have significantly dropped during the last few semesters. The test files chair who 


used to be responsible for ensuring exams were in stock has digitized all of the 


exams in the test files bank this past year. After we gain approval from the ME 


professors, our goal is to either sell access to all digitized exams for a one time 


reasonable price or just provide this service for free if there’s a lack of sales. We 


recently started to gather study guides rather than completed exams from our 


pledge class as we wanted to differ from the tests already available online. We 







believe the study guides could not only be a new source of profit for us, but it also 


promotes studying for our pledge class as they might not have done them without 


this requirement.  


 


● Ultimate Design Contest (formerly Research Creativity Seminar): The Ultimate 


Design Contest is a daylong event with an ME research professor to stimulate 


students to think creatively within the context of research. This event was open to 


all engineering students, and was held once in the fall and twice in the spring. The 


main activity for the daylong event was developing innovative solutions for 


whatever research topic the ME professor proposes. These topics include how to 


prevent/mitigate forest fires, how to prevent/mitigate snow/ice from falling from 


tall buildings and injuring people below, etc.  The goal of this event is to inspire 


creativity and emphasize the notion that in many real world engineering problems 


there are many “correct” solutions and to arrive at the best solution, nontraditional 


thought processes may be required. This event has been gaining traction with the 


school of engineering as a whole and is projected to be even larger in the future. 


The eventual goal is to how different engineering organization send their best 4 


members to serve as a team and compete against other engineering organizations 


for prizes. 


  


● Compilation of Senior Composite Photo: A small but critical service that our 


chapter provides for the ME community is the compilation of the senior 


composite photo. Every semester a Pi Tau member, the composite chair, works 


with various staff members to organize a timetable for graduating seniors to have 


their photos taken. These photos are then sent to the composite chair where they 


are post processed and imported into the final composite template. 


 


● Solberg Teaching Award: One of the activities the chapter conducts on an annual 


basis is the polling of the student body to reward special members of the faculty 


with a teaching award. Pi Tau members are responsible for conducting the 


balloting in each upper level ME course and gathering results. We make sure to 


hit every single required upper level class as we want the voting to be as fair as 


possible. Only upper level mechanical engineers are polled to ensure that faculty 


teaching at all levels in the curriculum are considered. This occurs once a year 


and would not happen without the chapters help. 


 


 


 


 


Community Events 


  


● Boiler Blast/Winterization: This is a semesterly service event that is always 


looking for volunteers and an opportunity for pledging and active members to 


truly make a difference. Winterization takes place in the late fall and Boiler Blast 


in the spring of each year and dispatches organizations to volunteer in the 


community, fulfilling the requests of local residents for a variety of domestic 







tasks such as moving, cleaning, yard work, etc. This event occurs on one weekend 


day late in the semester with jobs varying in length from three to nearly six hours. 


This is traditionally the service event that all pledges participate in.  


  


● Boys and Girls Club Carnival: A long-standing tradition within the Purdue 


chapter, the Carnival sponsored by PTS at the Lafayette Boys and Girls Club is 


perhaps one of the most popular service events for both chapter members and the 


children at the club. The event is solely sponsored and organized by the chapter, 


featuring a bounce house, inflatable obstacle course (always a big hit), and a 


number of small carnival games. Every volunteer runs one of the stations or 


games and distributes tickets to the children who can then redeem the tickets for 


prizes and candy.  


  


● Elementary Outreach: Two separate service events were held at Purdue for 


elementary school students during the last academic year. The goal of these 


events was to collaborate with a local teacher and give the kids a hands on 


experience with science and engineering to get them excited about STEM in 


general. The elementary outreach chair was responsible for organizing the events 


with other STEM departments. One event was the STEM tour where a few of our 


members helped with a simple activity involving a homopolar motor using 


neodymium magnets, a AA battery and copper wires was used to teach kids about 


practical application dog electricity as well as some fundamental principles of 


science. Another event was Saturday morning physics, which is a monthly event 


that the outreach department at physics hosts. A few of our members also 


volunteered at a couple of these events and conducted different activities for the 


children. 


 


● Food Finders: This was one of our smaller events during the year, but still a way 


to give back to the community. Some of our members went to a local food bank to 


help pack food into boxes for easier distribution. They also helped carry and move 


the boxes to certain locations. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







C. Other 


 


Chapter Information  


  Fall 2018 Spring 2019 Fall 2019 


President Kaan Ardic Kaan Ardic  Abigail Ratkovich 


Treasurer Leo Kullman Leo Kullman  Aaryan Pant 


VP Actives Pranav Katragadda Sam Meyers Mohammed Matar 


VP Pledges Jamie Macklem Abigail Ratkovich Josh Herzfeld 


VP IR Joseph Chamberlain William Topercer Shayan Zahid 


VP Sales Jerry Wang Jerry Wang Jamie Macklem 


Secretary Romir Agarwal  Aaryan Pant Emily Nadler 


 


Chapter Advisor: Dr. Stephen Wereley 


  


Contact Information 


Chapter Website: https://engineering.purdue.edu/PTSBeta 


Chapter Email: pitausigmabeta@gmail.com 
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